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Forew0rds
Spelling assessment and instruction should be approached as an exercise in language exploration. Through spelling we can learn how well a student processes the
speech sound system and how much a student understands about the meaningful
parts of words. Spelling can tell a great deal about the student’s grasp of our writing system—the orthographic system through which we represent speech. With the
SPELL–2: Spelling Performance Evaluation for Language and Literacy assessment
system, teachers and specialists can pinpoint exactly what language structures the
student needs to understand and can receive expert advice on exactly how to meet
those instructional needs.
SPELL–2 embodies the findings of 30 years of research on the structure of English
orthography, the developmental stages of learning to spell, and the nature of
proficient and deficient spelling. Beginning in about 1970, researchers began to
turn away from the traditional view that spelling was a rote, visual memory activity,
discovering instead that spelling is one of the most complex forms of language production, mediated by phonological, orthographic, and morphological processing.
When the linguistic challenges of spelling were uncovered by research, we could
understand more easily why spelling is so difficult for so many students and why
people often can read better than they can spell. SPELL–2’s authors have studied
the extant literature on these topics and conducted the experiments necessary to
produce a theoretically sound and useful tool. They have selected the most valid
theories of orthographic learning to organize this instrument and have contributed
a valuable innovation to our field.
The study of spelling is the study of words—their history, meaning, grammatical role,
and linguistic structure. SPELL–2 will direct teachers toward these aspects of language,
and encourage the use of more enlightened instructional practices that truly educate
students in word study. I am pleased to be among the first to appreciate the excellent
work that has gone into this product, and I applaud the authors’ achievement.
—Louisa Moats, EdD
Longmont, Colorado
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As a subject and as a psychological process, spelling has been radically
re-conceptualized over the past quarter century. Spelling knowledge is now
understood as being central to learning to read and to write and to the processes
of reading and writing. Our understanding of the logic of the English spelling system has been similarly re-conceptualized. We understand that the spelling of words
represents information not only at the level of sound but at the level of meaning
as well. This coalescence of developmental/psychological research with linguistic
analyses of the nature of the spelling system affords some of the most exciting
possibilities in contemporary literacy and language assessment and instruction.
Simply put, looking closely at how students spell words offers powerful insight
into the nature of their word knowledge and thus the types of information they use
when they read and write words. This insight, in turn, guides appropriate planning
and engaging instruction. Until recently, however, there have been few resources
that offer guidance to educators and clinicians in applying this strong research
base in spelling assessment and instruction. SPELL–2: Spelling Performance
Evaluation for Language and Literacy provides this guidance in a focused and
effective format. Such a resource is critically important at a time when literacy
assessment and instruction are being considered in light of the degree to which
they reflect solid research. Perhaps most important, SPELL–2 helps educators and
clinicians meet the critical challenge of providing effective and appropriate literacy
instruction for all learners.
—Shane Templeton, PhD
Foundation Professor of
Curriculum and Instruction
University of Nevada, Reno
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Introduction
Overview of the SPELL–2 Program
SPELL–2: Spelling Performance Evaluation for Language and Literacy–Second
Edition is a software assessment tool with 11 modules (see Figure 1) that analyzes
a student’s patterns of misspelling and provides individualized learning objectives
for spelling instruction based on the assessment results. The SPELL–2 program:
• Administers and scores a student’s spelling of preliminary test items
(Selector Module)
• Determines the most appropriate level of assessment to administer, based on
preliminary test item performance (Selector Module)
• Collects a spelling sample for analysis (Main Test Module)
• Analyzes the student’s patterns of misspelling (Preliminary Analysis Module)
• Gathers additional information for analysis as needed (Will-O-Wisp I and II,
Magical Pond I and II, and Spell Book I and II Modules)
• Determines the most likely cause or causes of misspelling patterns
(Final Analysis Module)
• Provides individualized learning objectives for spelling instruction
(Reporting Module)

Figure 1  SPELL–2
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SPELL–2 is designed for administration to students from Grades 2–12 and adults.
Administering SPELL–2 to students in Grade 1 is not recommended, because the
length of the test and the keyboard response format are likely to be unsuitable for
most first-grade students. However, it is left to the examiner’s discretion whether
administration to first-grade students might be appropriate. Administering SPELL–2
to students below the first grade is not recommended, because the length and
response format are unsuitable and because younger children are not yet expected
to have the spelling skills that are measured by SPELL–2.
The SPELL–2 software assessment tool is designed for individual student administration. SPELL–2 provides a standard format for administration and requires minimal
supervision by the examiner. The software presents graphical animations, verbal
instructions, and test stimuli to the student, and the individual student then types his
or her spelling responses on the keyboard or uses the mouse to respond. The SPELL–2
software then automatically records, scores, and analyzes the student’s responses.
The SPELL–2 software assessment tool includes the following 11 modules:
1. The Selector Module is used to determine the most appropriate level of the
Main Test Module to administer to an individual student.
2. The Main Test Module is used to collect a sample of the student’s spelling of
between 82 and 182 words for analysis. There are four levels of the Main Test
Module, and the level of assessment most appropriate for the individual student is determined by the student’s performance during the Selector Module.
• Level 1 assesses common consonant spelling patterns, consonant digraphs and
trigraphs, short vowels, and common long-vowel spelling patterns in mostly
single-syllable words.
• Level 2 assesses all of the above spelling patterns plus additional consonant
spelling patterns and additional long-vowel spelling patterns, other vowel
sounds and diphthongs, within-word consonant doubling, consonant clusters, silent consonants, conditioning and nonconditioning silent e, and
syllabic-r (vowel + r) and syllabic-l (vowel + l) spelling patterns in singlesyllable and multisyllabic words.
• Level 3 assesses all of the above spelling patterns plus inflected words and
unstressed (i.e., schwa) vowels in mostly multisyllabic words.
• Level 4 assesses all of the above spelling patterns plus derived words in
mostly multisyllabic words.
3. The Preliminary Analysis Module is used to perform a complex series of proprietary algorithms to recognize patterns of misspellings and to determine how
much, if any, additional testing must be completed.
4–9. Six additional test modules—Will-O-Wisp I and II, Magical Pond I and II,
and Spell Book I and II—can be administered, if deemed necessary after the
Main Test Module data have been analyzed, to obtain information about the

4
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student’s phoneme and syllable segmentation, phoneme discrimination,
base-word spelling, and morphological knowledge skills for the purpose of
completing analysis of the student’s spelling errors.
10. The Final Analysis Module is used to identify the cause or causes of the student’s misspellings and to provide individualized learning objectives for
spelling instruction.
11. The Reporting Module is used to preview and print the results of SPELL–2,
including performance scores for 60 common spelling patterns, individualized
learning objectives for spelling instruction, and letters to parents and teachers.
In addition, several management tools are included in the SPELL–2 software (under
the Main Menu) to help the examiner organize, maintain, and print the student
data records. All of these modules and tools are explained in this Examiner’s
Manual. It is recommended that both Part I: Assessment Information and Part II:
User Guide be reviewed before administering SPELL–2 to students.
The authors and educators of SPELL–2 have also created a comprehensive word
study curriculum, SPELL-Links to Reading & Writing, 2nd edition (Wasowicz, Apel,
Masterson, & Whitney, 2012). This research-based curriculum features hundreds of
activities with step-by-step instructions that allow specialists, classroom teachers,
and home-schooling parents to effectively execute the recommendations made by
the SPELL–2 program and ensure that students achieve the individualized learning
objectives provided by the Reporting Module of the SPELL–2 program.
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Description of the Spelling Process
Spelling is a complex language skill that draws upon an individual’s phonological awareness; knowledge of orthography (phonics), vocabulary, and morphology
(word parts and related words); and mental orthographic images (mental images
of words; Apel & Masterson, 2001). Each of these areas of word study knowledge
contributes to spelling success (Derwing, Smith, & Wiebe, 1995; Nation & Hulme,
1997; Treiman & Bourassa, 2000).

Phonological Awareness
Individuals use phonological awareness skills when spelling by breaking down
words into smaller units, such as syllables and phonemes (speech sounds), then
linking these smaller units to their written forms. Individuals need to acquire the
ability to perceive differences between speech sounds (e.g., between the short
vowel e and i sounds) and to recognize that a difference in sound signals a difference in meaning. When phonological awareness skills are weak or underdeveloped,
spelling is negatively affected. In most cases, individuals with poor word segmentation and sound sequencing skills will delete letters and syllables (e.g., “pat”
for “past,” “relize” for “realize”) or reverse the sequence of letters (e.g., “bets”
for “best”) when spelling. Individuals with poor speech discrimination skills are
likely to spell distinct vowel sounds with the same letter (e.g., “bet” and “bit” both
spelled “bet”).

Orthographic Knowledge (Phonics)
Individuals must acquire knowledge of specific letter-sound relationships, letter
patterns, and spelling rules to convert spoken language to written form (Ehri, 2000;
Treiman & Bourassa, 2000). This orthographic knowledge, also known as phonics,
includes recognizing letter-sound relationships (e.g., the / k / sound can be represented by the letters ‘c, k, ck, cc, lk, ch, que’); knowing which letter patterns are
acceptable (e.g., the / k / sound is almost always spelled with the letter ‘k’ at the
end of a word after a long vowel sound); and understanding sound, syllable, and
word position constraints on spelling patterns (e.g., the / k / sound at the beginning of a word is never spelled with the letters ‘ck, cc, lk’). Individuals with poor
phonics skills often spell words incorrectly because they fail to recognize accepted
spelling conventions.

Vocabulary
Individuals use vocabulary knowledge to accurately store and recall the correct
spelling of words. The use of vocabulary knowledge is particularly important for the
correct spelling of homophone words, words that sound the same but have different meanings and spellings (e.g., “bare” and “bear”). Individuals who have trouble
applying vocabulary knowledge are likely to confuse the spelling of homophone
words. Vocabulary knowledge is also helpful to correctly spell the ‘wh’
consonant digraph because the / w / sound at the beginning of question words
(what, where, when, why, which) is always spelled with the letters ‘wh’.
6 SPELL–2
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Morphological Knowledge & Semantic Relationships
(Word Parts & Related Words)
Individuals need morphological knowledge—knowledge of word parts (base words,
prefixes, suffixes, and word roots) and related words (inflected or derived forms)—
for successful spelling performance (Carlisle, 1995). Inflected words contain
suffixes that provide information about time or quantity without changing the
meaning or class of the words (e.g., walk – walked; cat – cats). Derived words
contain affixes (prefixes or suffixes) that change the meaning and sometimes
the class of words (e.g., cycle – recycle; friend – friendly). When an individual is
required to spell an unfamiliar word (e.g., exception), knowledge of the base word
(i.e., except) and certain word endings (e.g., -ion) can help the student spell the
unfamiliar word correctly. An individual needs to draw upon knowledge of rules
for modifying base words to correctly spell inflected and derived forms of words.
Individuals also need to draw upon knowledge of semantic relationships and rules
for modifying words to spell irregular plural nouns, irregular past-tense verbs,
contractions, and possessive nouns. The need to use knowledge of word parts and
related words to spell words becomes increasingly important as individuals begin
to spell words of greater length and complexity.

Mental Orthographic Memory (Mental Images of Words)
Individuals need to develop clear and complete mental representations of previously read words. These mental images of words, also known as mental orthographic images (MOIs), are stored in an individual’s long-term memory after
repeated exposure to them in print (Ehri & Wilce, 1982; Glenn & Hurley, 1993).
Inadequate MOIs are often formed when individuals use inappropriate reading
strategies such as partial cue analysis, a process whereby the student guesses
the identity of a word after decoding only the first letter(s) of the word. Clearly
and completely developed MOIs allow individuals to quickly recall and correctly
spell words and word parts. Individuals must rely upon the mental image of a word
when phonological awareness and knowledge of phonics, vocabulary, and word
parts and related words are not sufficient to correctly spell a spelling pattern within
a word (e.g., “rope” not “roap”; “bucket” not “buckit”; “actor” not “acter”).
Both children and adults utilize these different language knowledge domains
throughout spelling development (Treiman & Bourassa, 2000). The amount that
each area contributes to spelling development differs depending on an individual’s
literacy experiences and the complexity of the words needing to be spelled.
Initially, phonological awareness skills play a large role in early spelling development, yet other language domains, such as orthographic knowledge and rudimentary morphological knowledge, may also be contributing factors (Treiman &
Bourassa, 2000). With additional experiences and learning, spelling development
may be positively affected through a deeper understanding and increased use of
orthographic, morphological, and semantic knowledge and a larger number of clear
mental orthographic images. It is critical, then, to determine how these different
knowledge domains affect an individual’s spelling abilities (Masterson & Apel, 2000).
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Rationale for SPELL–2
In recent years, considerable empirical and theoretical advances in the understanding of literacy development have occurred. Along with these advances, the need for
measurement tools that accurately describe an individual’s literacy skills has emerged.
Without a well-designed, theoretically grounded method for determining the current
level of an individual’s literacy capabilities, educators run the risk of providing lessthan-effective instructional or remedial programs. SPELL–2: Spelling Performance
Evaluation for Language and Literacy–Second Edition was developed to address this
need for an accurate measurement tool in one area of literacy development—
spelling—and to provide specific and optimally constructed learning objectives based
on an individual’s current spelling abilities and underlying language knowledge and
skills. SPELL–2 was designed to determine which language knowledge and skills an
individual is and is not using when spelling: phonological awareness, orthographic
knowledge, morphological knowledge (including semantic relationships), and/or
mental orthographic memory.
Other spelling assessments determine the percentage of correctly spelled words
out of a total set of words. From this quantitative score, the student’s spelling level
is determined. However, knowing the ratio of correctly spelled words to misspelled
words or spelling grade level does not provide the specialist with direction for
instruction or remediation (Masterson & Apel, 2000). Thus, SPELL–2 goes a step further by helping educators determine which language knowledge and skills the speller
is and is not using, allowing educators to optimally tailor instruction or remediation
to the student based on the individualized learning objectives provided by SPELL–2.
Using carefully constructed spelling lists that represent specific types of spelling
knowledge used throughout the spelling-acquisition process, SPELL–2 analyzes
an individual’s responses for patterns of errors and then determines factors that
may contribute to the identified error patterns. These factors include the language
knowledge domains discussed above that have been found to contribute to spelling development and spelling disorders; namely phonological awareness, orthographic knowledge, semantic knowledge, morphological knowledge, and mental
orthographic memory. Once the underlying linguistic factors have been identified,
SPELL–2 provides customized learning objectives for individualized instruction or
remediation to improve the student’s spelling. Thus, unlike other spelling assessment tools, SPELL–2 directs the teaching process through careful error analysis
and identification of the specific linguistic deficits that underlie the spelling errors.

Anticipated Outcomes
Use of SPELL–2 enables specialists to determine contributing linguistic factors
for an individual’s spelling errors and then to develop a systematic plan for
instruction or remediation of spelling and related linguistic skills using the
customized learning objectives provided. SPELL–2’s logical and theoretically
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grounded approach to spelling assessment will aid educators in determining how
best to help an individual improve his or her spelling skills, as well as to document progress in spelling acquisition. The linguistic knowledge and skills that
underlie spelling performance underlie reading as well. Research indicates that
a multiple-linguistic approach to spelling instruction, as prescribed by SPELL–2,
leads to significant improvement in spelling performance and word-level reading
ability (Kelman & Apel, 2004; see Figures 2 and 3). When compared with traditional
spelling instruction, the multiple-linguistic approach to spelling instruction, as prescribed by SPELL–2, is significantly more effective (Apel, Masterson, & Hart, 2004;
see Figure 4).
Figure 2

Figure 3
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Figure 4
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Administration
General Instructions
Examiner Qualifications
SPELL–2 is intended for use by certified and licensed professionals. The software
assessment program can also be administered by teacher aides and other support
personnel because SPELL–2 does not require professional training in test administration, scoring, and interpretation. However, SPELL–2 should be administered
under the specific guidelines provided in this manual.

Prerequisite Student Skills
SPELL–2 is appropriate for administration to adults and to students whose
developmental age is 7 years and above. Students should have general familiarity
with using a computer keyboard and a mouse and have adequate ability to follow
oral directions. Administering SPELL–2 to students in Kindergarten or Grade 1 is
not recommended. For these students, we recommend beginning word study
instruction with the first lesson in SPELL-Links to Reading & Writing, 2nd edition
(Wasowicz, Apel, Masterson, & Whitney, 2012) and proceeding through the lessons
using the recommended sequence of instruction.

Administration Preparation
It is strongly recommended that the examiner take adequate time to become familiar with the SPELL–2 program prior to administering SPELL–2 to a student. A careful review of both parts of the Examiner’s Manual and a complete preview of the
SPELL–2 software itself prior to administering the program will ensure meaningful
results and will maximize the benefits of using the SPELL–2 software. If questions
remain after reviewing the Examiner’s Manual, see the Frequently Asked Questions
list in Appendix A. The Examiner Preview feature can be accessed from the Main
Menu and provides the opportunity for the examiner (and the student) to preview
the instructions and practice items for the Selector Module and Main Test Module
and for each of the six additional test modules. The examiner can also preview an
optional reward animation from the Examiner Preview screen.
SPELL–2 should be administered to an individual student at a computer workstation. Check and adjust the audio volume prior to administration. This is particularly important if SPELL–2 is being administered with headphones (which is highly
recommended), as it will be difficult to check and adjust the volume without
interruption once the student begins the assessment.
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Administration Time
SPELL–2 is an untimed assessment tool. One of the tool’s strengths is its ability
to individualize the components administered based on the profile exhibited by
the student. Consequently, administration time varies from student to student.
Completion of the Selector Module and Main Test Module of SPELL–2 takes
approximately 30–60 minutes, depending on the student’s own pace and the level
(i.e., the number of words) being tested (see Table 1). Completion of the additional
test modules, if required, takes an additional 10–15 minutes, depending on how
many modules are administered and how many test items are administered in each
module. The administration of the additional test modules and the number of test
items administered in each module are determined by the individual student’s performance on the Main Test Module.
Tables 1 and 2 provide average testing times and recommended guidelines for
administration of the SPELL–2 modules. As with any test administration, it is
incumbent upon the examiner to monitor the student’s level of attention and
fatigue, and to provide breaks in testing as needed. Because SPELL–2 features
automatic bookmarking—keeping track of where the student last exited the program and automatically returning the student to that same point in the program
when the student resumes testing—the examiner can easily allow the student a
break at any time during administration of the SPELL–2 test.
  
Table 1

Average Test Administration Times & Recommended
Schedule for Additional Test Modules
Level

Number of
Words

Average
Testing Time

1

82

30–40 min.

Three 15-minute sessions
Schedule each session on a different day, allowing 2–3 days
between sessions, if possible.

2

141

35–45 min.

Three 15-minute sessions
Schedule each session on a different day, allowing 2–3 days
between sessions, if possible.

3

179

45–60 min.

Three 20-minute sessions
Schedule each session on a different day, allowing 2–3 days
between sessions, if possible.

4

182

45–60 min.

Three 20-minute sessions
Schedule each session on a different day, allowing 2–3 days
between sessions, if possible.

Recommended Schedule
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Table 2

Average Test Administration Times & Recommended Schedule
for Additional Test Modules

Additional
Test Module

Average
Testing Time

Will-O-Wisp I

3–5 min.

Single session
May complete testing across more than one session,
if desired.

Will-O-Wisp II

3–5 min.

Single session
May complete testing across more than one session,
if desired.

Magical Pond I

3–12 min.

Single session
May complete testing across more than one session,
if desired.

Magical Pond II

3–12 min.

Single session
May complete testing across more than one session,
if desired.

Spell Book I

3–12 min.

Single session
May complete testing across more than one session,
if desired.

Spell Book II

3–12 min.

Single session
May complete testing across more than one session,
if desired.

Recommended Schedule

Administration Environment
As in any testing situation, the physical and emotional environment should be
reasonably comfortable and free from distraction. It is essential that the testing
location is quiet. Use of quality headphones during administration is highly
recommended. Lighting must be appropriate and must not create glare on the
computer screen.
To establish rapport, it is recommended that the examiner engage the student in
a few moments of conversation prior to starting the test. During administration of
the practice items (in the Selector Module and additional test modules only), the
examiner should be seated next to the student. As with any test, the validity of the
assessment results is determined by the student’s level of cooperation and effort
to respond as best as he or she can. For this reason, the examiner should visually
monitor the student throughout the administration of SPELL–2 to ensure that the
student is successfully engaged with the assessment. It is left to the examiner’s
discretion whether to remain seated with the student throughout the administration of the test items or to monitor periodically as the student completes the
test items.
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Student Information Form
Prior to administering SPELL–2, the examiner should complete a Student
Information Form for the student. The Student Information Form is accessed from
the Main Menu by selecting Test New Student. Completion of this form creates a
record of a student’s information, including name, gender, date of birth, age, and
grade. The examiner also records his or her name, the name of the school or clinic
where the testing is conducted, and the date of testing. The student’s chronological
age at time of testing is automatically computed by SPELL–2. If the student completed a quantitative spelling test—for example, the Test of Written Spelling–4
(TWS–4; Larsen, Hammill, & Moats, 1999)—within six months prior to the date
of the SPELL–2 assessment, the spelling grade-level score from that test may be
entered (this is optional) to help determine the most appropriate beginning test
item for the SPELL–2 Selector Module.
When completing the Student Information Form, the examiner also selects which
character will narrate and guide the student through SPELL–2. The fairy, Fiona,
is recommended for students in Grade 3 and below. The wizard, Quinn, is recommended for students in Grades 4–12 and adults. If neither guide is selected, the
SPELL–2 program automatically selects a guide based on the student’s grade as
entered on the Student Information Form.
The examiner also selects whether the student will receive reward animations during administration of SPELL–2. The animations are presented in a story format that
unfolds between groups of test items to give the student brief, periodic breaks
and to help keep the student motivated and on task. The reward animations add
approximately 6 minutes to the total administration time and are recommended
for all students—including adults, who also enjoy seeing the animations. However,
presentation of the reward animations is left to the examiner’s discretion.
Information entered on the Student Information Form is displayed onscreen when
the student begins and completes a test module (see page 14) and is included in
the reports provided by the Reporting Module.
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Student Information

Assessment Overview
Administration of SPELL–2 begins with the Selector Module. The student is
instructed to spell words that are presented verbally. Administration begins with
three practice items. Then the test items are presented until a basal and a ceiling
are established or until sufficient data are obtained to determine the appropriate
level of assessment to administer in the Main Test Module. When this occurs, the
SPELL–2 program automatically discontinues the Selector Module and presents the
instructions for the Main Test Module. (At this time, the student could take a break
if the examiner wishes, but he or she is not required to do so by the program.)
The SPELL–2 program then continues with automatic selection of the assessment
level and administration of the Main Test Module. The student is instructed to spell
words that are presented verbally. In the unlikely event that the Selector Module
placed the student in a level of assessment that is too high or too low, the Main
Test Module will automatically and seamlessly adjust the assessment level and
will complete testing at a more appropriate level.
Once the Main Test Module is completed, the Preliminary Analysis Module
analyzes the student’s misspellings from the Main Test Module and determines
whether information about the student’s phoneme and syllable segmentation,
phoneme discrimination, base-word spelling, and morphological knowledge skills
is needed to complete analysis of the spelling errors. The student may take a break
during the Preliminary Analysis Module as the computer performs the analysis
of the data collected in the Main Test Module, but he or she is not required to do
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so by the program. After this analysis, the student may receive additional testing
with one or more of the six additional test modules. The two Will-O-Wisp Modules
probe the student’s segmentation of misspelled words into phonemes and misspelled words into syllables. The two Magical Pond Modules probe the student’s
phonemic discrimination of misspelled vowels and syllabic vowels. The two Spell
Book Modules probe the student’s spelling of base words that correspond to
inflected and derived word forms presented in the Main Test Module and probe
the student’s understanding and use of morphological knowledge for spelling. The
Spell Book Modules are presented only when Level 3 or Level 4 of the Main Test
Module has been administered to the student.
When the SPELL–2 program has gathered all the required information, the analyses
are completed in the Final Analysis Module. The student’s spelling performance
scores and individualized learning objectives for spelling instruction can be previewed and printed using the Reporting Module.

Response Recording & Scoring
Selector Module During administration of the Selector Module, the student types
in each spelling response using the keyboard and then uses a mouse to click OK. The
computer then records and scores each response as correct or incorrect to determine
the most appropriate level of assessment to administer in the Main Test Module.
Administration of the Selector Module is automatically stopped once a basal and a
ceiling have been established or once sufficient data are obtained to determine the
appropriate level of assessment to administer in the Main Test Module.
Main Test Module During administration of the Main Test Module, the student
types in each spelling response using the keyboard and then uses a mouse to click
OK. Once the student has completed the first 20 items (or 30 items, depending on
level of assessment) of the Main Test Module, the student’s recorded responses
for selected spelling patterns within the first 20 (or 30) items are scored by the
computer to determine if the student was correctly placed in the most appropriate level of assessment. In the unlikely event that the Selector Module placed the
student in a level of assessment that is too high or too low, the SPELL–2 program
will automatically and seamlessly adjust the assessment level and will complete
testing at a more appropriate level. All test items in the finally selected assessment
level are administered to the student at this time.
Preliminary Analysis Module Upon completion of the Main Test Module, the
student’s responses are analyzed. The analysis is based on a complex series of
proprietary algorithms, which recognize patterns of misspellings and consequently
form hypotheses about the sources of misspelling to determine how much, if any,
additional testing must be completed.
Additional Test Modules The student’s responses during administration of the six
additional test modules—Will-O-Wisp I and II, Magical Pond I and II, and Spell Book
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I and II—are entered by mouseclick or by keyboard and mouseclick and recorded by
the computer. The responses collected by the additional test modules are sent to the
Final Analysis Module and analyzed, together with the responses collected by the
Main Test Module, to identify the cause or causes of the student’s misspellings.
Final Analysis Module The Final Analysis Module further analyzes responses collected by the Main Test Module, together with responses collected by any additional
test modules. The analysis confirms or modifies the initial hypotheses formulated in
the Preliminary Analysis Module, identifies the cause or causes of the student’s misspellings, and provides individualized learning objectives for spelling instruction.

Prompting & Feedback Guidelines
As with any other assessment tool, the validity of the SPELL–2 analyses and recommendations is compromised if prompts other than those provided by the SPELL–2
program are provided to the student. General feedback and reward animations are
provided by SPELL–2 during the test to help keep the student focused and on task.
It is left to the examiner’s discretion whether to provide additional general encouragement (e.g., comments to keep the student motivated and on task) during test
administration. During presentation of the practice items, the student may request
as many repetitions of the verbal stimulus as desired. However, during presentation of the test items, if a student’s response on a particular test item is delayed,
or if the student requests it, the program will provide only a single repetition of the
verbal stimulus. The examiner should not deviate from this format by repeating test
items for the student. The next section describes each module in detail.

Selector Module
Administration of the SPELL–2 program always begins with the Selector Module.
This module is used to determine the most appropriate level of the Main Test
Module to administer to an individual student.

Preparation
When the Prepare to Begin Test screen is displayed, the examiner prepares the
student for the assessment by comfortably situating him or her in front of the
computer. If the student is using headphones (which is highly recommended), the
examiner checks that the headphones are comfortably in place and that the volume
is appropriate. The student or the examiner then uses a mouse to click OK to begin
the assessment.

Procedures
Fiona (the fairy) or Quinn (the wizard) greets the student, explains the purpose
of the task, and guides the student through the Selector Module. The Selector
Module presents three practice items (at which time it is recommended that the
16 SPELL–2
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examiner sit with the student) and a maximum of 40 test items. The starting test
item is automatically determined by the student’s grade or spelling grade level as
entered on the Student Information Form. Administration of the Selector Module
continues until a sufficient number of test items have been presented to determine
which level of assessment to subsequently administer in the Main Test Module.

Prompts, Responses, & Feedback
The character guide—either Fiona or Quinn—prompts the student to spell a word
by requesting the student’s attention and then presenting the target word in isolation, in a sentence, and again in isolation (e.g., “Listen…. Cat. The cat chased the
mouse. Cat”). If the student does not respond within 10 seconds, the computer will
repeat the verbal stimulus presentation one time. The student may also request
replay of the verbal stimulus by clicking Repeat. There is no limit on the number
of requested repetitions of the verbal stimulus allowed for the practice items. For
the test items, however, only one repetition is allowed. The student types his or
her spelling response on the keyboard, with simultaneous display of the typed
response onscreen, and then uses a mouse to click OK to proceed to the next item
(see page 18). Corrective feedback from the character guide is provided for the
practice items. No corrective feedback is provided for the test items. The examiner
is allowed to assist the student during the administration of the practice items and
is encouraged to sit next to the student while these items are administered. No
assistance is allowed during administration of the test items. If the reward animations are turned on, a graphical animation is presented to reward the student for
completion of the Selector Module. The character guide will let the student know
when the first part of the test (i.e., the Selector Module) has been completed.

Scoring
The student’s spelling responses are automatically scored as either correct or
incorrect by SPELL–2 and presentation of test items continues until a basal (4 correct out of 6 consecutive responses) and a ceiling (3 consecutive errors or less than
70% correct in a set of 10 words) are established. The level at which the student
reached a ceiling determines the level of assessment that will be administered
in the Main Test Module. If no ceiling is established, the highest level (Level 4)
of Main Test Module is subsequently administered. If no basal is established,
the lowest level (Level 1) of the Main Test Module is subsequently administered.
SPELL–2 automatically discontinues administration of the Selector Module when
a sufficient number of test items have been presented, and it automatically continues with administration of the Main Test Module by presenting the instructions
for the Main Test Module. If the student requires a break, or if a break in testing is
desired due to administration requirements, the examiner may suspend testing at
the end of the Selector Module and then later resume testing at the beginning of
the Main Test Module.

SPELL–2 Examiner’s Manual
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Selector Module Test Item

Main Test Module
The Main Test Module is used to collect a sample of the student’s spelling of
between 82 (Level 1) and 182 (Level 4) words. Upon completion of the Selector
Module, SPELL–2 automatically determines the most appropriate level of assessment for the individual student and continues with administration of the Main Test
Module at that level of assessment. Some test items in the Main Test Module may
have already been presented during administration of the Selector Module. If so,
these words are not presented again and the student’s spelling of these items in
the Selector Module is automatically transferred to the Main Test Module.

Preparation
If continuing directly from the Selector Module, no preparation is needed. If the
student exited the program after completion of the Selector Module and is returning to complete the Main Test Module, the program is ready to administer the
Main Test Module when the Prepare to Resume Test screen is displayed. The examiner checks that the student is ready to continue testing. If the student is using
headphones (which is highly recommended), the examiner checks that the headphones are comfortably in place and that the volume is appropriate. The student or
the examiner then uses a mouse to click OK to begin the Main Test Module.
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Procedures
Fiona or Quinn explains that the student has finished the first part of the test and
will now complete the second part of the test. The task requirements in this section
of the test are the same as they were in the Selector Module. Therefore, no
practice items are presented. Level 1 of the Main Test Module consists of 82 test
items; Level 2 consists of 141 test items; Level 3 consists of 179 test items; and
Level 4 consists of 182 test items. All test items in the selected assessment level
are administered to the student, unless an item was already presented during the
Selector Module. In the unlikely event that the Selector Module placed the student
in a level of assessment that is too high or too low as determined by the student’s
performance on the first 20 (or 30) test items, the Main Test Module will automatically and seamlessly adjust the assessment level and will complete testing at a
more appropriate level.

Prompts, Responses, & Feedback
The character guide—Fiona or Quinn—prompts the student to spell a word by
requesting the student’s attention and then presenting the target word in isolation,
in a sentence, and again in isolation (e.g., “Listen…. Chain. The chain fell off my
bike. Chain”). If the student does not respond within 10 seconds, the computer will
repeat the verbal stimulus presentation one time. The student may also request
replay of the verbal stimulus by clicking Repeat. Only one repetition is allowed for
the test items. The student types his or her spelling response on the keyboard,
with simultaneous display of the typed response onscreen, and then uses a mouse
to click OK to confirm the spelling and to proceed to the next item (see page 20).
No assistance is allowed during administration of the test items. If the examiner
has left them on, reward animations are periodically presented throughout the
Main Test Module to keep the student motivated and on task, and a graphical
animation is presented to reward the student for completion of the Main Test
Module. The character guide lets the student know when the second part of the
test (i.e., the Main Test Module) has been completed.
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Main Test Module Test Item

Cancellation Option
After the student has finished spelling the first 20 words of the Main Test Module,
SPELL–2 automatically checks for a minimum spelling accuracy level for selected
spelling patterns. If the student does not meet the minimal criterion set by the
program, SPELL–2 will automatically and seamlessly drop to the next lowest level
of the Main Test Module. If the student does not meet the minimal criterion set
by SPELL–2 for the first 20 items of Level 1, the program will pause to alert the
examiner that the student may not have minimal spelling proficiency and that the
SPELL–2 assessment tool may not be appropriate for this student. At this point, the
examiner has the option to continue or to cancel testing for the student.

Preliminary Analysis Module
The Preliminary Analysis Module is used to perform a complex series of proprietary algorithms to recognize patterns of misspellings; to form hypotheses about
the sources of misspellings; and to determine how much, if any, additional testing
must be completed.

Additional Test Modules
Six additional test modules—Will-O-Wisp I and II, Magical Pond I and II, and Spell
Book I and II—are administered only as needed to obtain information about the
student’s phoneme and syllable segmentation, phoneme discrimination, base-word
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spelling, and morphological knowledge skills to complete analysis of the student’s
spelling errors in the Main Test Module. The specific test items presented to an
individual student during the additional test modules are determined solely by that
student’s spelling performance in the Main Test Module. The responses collected
by the additional test modules are evaluated with respect to that student’s specific
spelling errors. Used in isolation, the additional test modules may not provide a
valid assessment of a student’s skills. Consequently, it is not possible to directly
access any of the additional test modules.
Administration of the additional test modules, the number of test items administered, and the specific items presented in each module are determined by the individual student’s performance on the Main Test Module. Like the Selector and Main
Test Modules, the additional test modules can be administered in more than one
session, as necessary.

Preparation
When the Prepare to Resume Test screen is displayed, the examiner prepares the
student by comfortably situating him or her in front of the computer. If the student
is using headphones (which is highly recommended), the examiner checks that the
headphones are comfortably in place and that the volume is appropriate. The student or the examiner then uses a mouse to click OK to begin the additional testing.

Will-O-Wisp I
Procedures Fiona or Quinn guides the student to the setting for Will-O-Wisp I.
This module consists of five practice items followed by presentation of test items
that probe the student’s ability to segment phonemes specific to the types of misspellings exhibited by the student in the Main Test Module. Administration of the
Will-O-Wisp I Module continues until a sufficient number of test items have been
presented to evaluate each of the student’s identified patterns of misspelling.
Prompts, Responses, & Feedback The Will-O-Wisp requests the student’s attention and prompts the student to click on him (represented by the magical orb) once
for each sound he or she hears in a given word. If the student does not respond
within 10 seconds, the computer will repeat the verbal stimulus presentation
one time. The student may also request replay of the verbal stimulus by clicking
Repeat. There is no limit on the number of requested repetitions of the verbal stimulus allowed for the practice items. For the test items, however, only one repetition
is allowed. The student makes his or her response by clicking on the orb once for
each sound in a word and then clicking on the water when finished. Corrective
feedback from the Will-O-Wisp is provided for the practice items. No corrective
feedback is provided for the test items. The examiner is allowed to assist the
student during the administration of the practice items and is encouraged to sit
next to the student while these items are administered. No assistance is allowed
during administration of the test items. An animation is presented to signal the
completion of the Will-O-Wisp I Module.
SPELL–2 Examiner’s Manual
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Scoring The student’s responses are automatically scored as either correct or
incorrect by the software program. These data, combined with other performance
data, are used by the Final Analysis Module to help interpret the student’s
patterns of misspellings and are not made available to the examiner.

Will-O-Wisp II
Procedures Fiona or Quinn guides the student to the setting for Will-O-Wisp II.
This module consists of three practice items followed by presentation of test items
that probe the student’s ability to segment syllables specific to the types of misspellings exhibited by the student in the Main Test Module. Administration of the
Will-O-Wisp II Module continues until a sufficient number of test items have been
presented to evaluate each of the student’s identified patterns of misspelling.
Prompts, Responses, & Feedback The Will-O-Wisp requests the student’s attention and prompts the student to click on him (represented by the magical orb) once
for each syllable he or she hears in a given word. If the student does not respond
within 10 seconds, the computer will repeat the verbal stimulus presentation
one time. The student may also request replay of the verbal stimulus by clicking
Repeat. There is no limit on the number of requested repetitions of the verbal stimulus allowed for the practice items. For the test items, however, only one repetition
is allowed. The student makes his or her response by clicking on the orb once for
each syllable in the word and then clicking anywhere on the water when finished.
Corrective feedback from the Will-O-Wisp is provided for the practice items. No corrective feedback is provided for the test items. The examiner is allowed to assist
the student during the administration of the practice items and is encouraged to sit
next to the student while these items are administered. No assistance is allowed
during administration of the test items. An animation is presented to signal the
completion of the Will-O-Wisp II Module.
Scoring The student’s responses are automatically scored as either correct or
incorrect by the software program. These data, combined with other performance
data, are used by the Final Analysis Module to help interpret the student’s patterns of misspellings and are not made available to the examiner.

Magical Pond I
Procedures Fiona or Quinn guides the student to the setting for Magical Pond I.
This module consists of four practice items followed by presentation of test items
that probe the student’s ability to phonemically discriminate between vowels specific to the types of misspellings exhibited by the student in the Main Test Module.
Administration of the Magical Pond I Module continues until a sufficient number of
test items have been presented to evaluate each of the student’s identified
patterns of misspelling.
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Prompts, Responses, & Feedback The Will-O-Wisp requests the student’s attention and prompts the student to listen as a word is repeated over and over and
to click on him (represented by the magical orb) when he or she hears a different
word (e.g., “back-back-back-back-back-back-bake”). The student makes his or her
response by clicking on the orb when he or she hears a different word (i.e., bake).
Unlike the other modules, neither Magical Pond Module allows students to have
the practice or test items repeated. Corrective feedback from the Will-O-Wisp is
provided for the practice items. No corrective feedback is provided for the test
items. The examiner is allowed to assist the student during the administration of
the practice items and is encouraged to sit next to the student while these items
are administered. No assistance is allowed during administration of the test items.
An animation is presented to signal the completion of the Magical Pond I Module.
Scoring The student’s responses are automatically scored as either correct or
incorrect by the software program. These data, combined with other performance
data, are used by the Final Analysis Module to help interpret the student’s patterns of misspellings and are not made available to the examiner.

Magical Pond II
Procedures Fiona or Quinn guides the student to the setting for Magical Pond II.
This module consists of four practice items followed by presentation of test items
that probe the student’s ability to phonemically discriminate syllabic vowel and
vowel phonemes specific to the types of misspellings exhibited by the student in
the Main Test Module. Administration of the Magical Pond II Module continues
until a sufficient number of test items have been presented to evaluate each of the
student’s identified patterns of misspelling.
Prompts, Responses, & Feedback The Will-O-Wisp requests the student’s attention and prompts the student to listen as a word is repeated over and over and
to click on him (represented by the magical orb) when he or she hears a different
word (e.g., “fur-fur-fur-fur-fur-fuh”). The student makes his or her response by clicking on the orb when he or she hears a different word (i.e., fuh). Unlike the other
modules, neither Magical Pond Module allows students to have the practice or
test items repeated. Corrective feedback from the Will-O-Wisp is provided for the
practice items. No corrective feedback is provided for the test items. The examiner
is allowed to assist the student during the administration of the practice items and
is encouraged to sit next to the student while these items are administered. No
assistance is allowed during administration of the test items. An animation is presented to signal the completion of the Magical Pond II Module.
Scoring The student’s responses are automatically scored as either correct or
incorrect by the software program. These data, combined with other performance
data, are used by the Final Analysis Module to help interpret the student’s
patterns of misspellings and are not made available to the examiner.
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Spell Book I
Procedures Fiona or Quinn guides the student to the setting for Spell Book I. This
module consists of three practice items followed by presentation of test items
that probe the student’s ability to spell base words specific to the misspellings
of inflected and derived words exhibited by the student in the Main Test Module
of Level 3 and Level 4. This information, combined with other performance data
collected, is used to determine whether the student has knowledge of base-word
spelling to assist with spelling inflected and derived forms of words. Administration
of the Spell Book I Module continues until a sufficient number of test items have
been presented to evaluate each of the student’s identified patterns of misspelling.
Prompts, Responses, & Feedback Fiona or Quinn requests the student’s attention and prompts the student to spell a word presented in isolation, in a sentence,
and again in isolation (e.g., “Listen.... Desk. A student sits at a desk. Desk”). If the
student does not respond within 10 seconds, the computer will repeat the verbal
stimulus presentation one time. The student may also request replay of the verbal
stimulus by clicking Repeat. There is no limit on the number of requested repetitions of the verbal stimulus allowed for the practice items. For the test items,
however, only one repetition is allowed. The student types his or her spelling
response on the keyboard, with simultaneous display of the typed response
onscreen, and then uses a mouse to click OK to proceed to the next item.
Corrective feedback from the character guide is provided for the practice items. No
corrective feedback is provided for the test items. The examiner is allowed to assist
the student during the administration of the practice items and is encouraged to sit
next to the student while these items are administered. No assistance is allowed
during administration of the test items. The character guide reappears to signal the
completion of the Spell Book I Module.
Scoring The student’s responses are automatically scored as either correct or
incorrect by the software program. These data, combined with other performance
data, are used by the Final Analysis Module to help interpret the student’s patterns of misspellings and are not made available to the examiner.

Spell Book II
Procedures Fiona or Quinn guides the student to the setting for Spell Book II.
This module consists of three practice items followed by presentation of test items
that probe the student’s morphological knowledge of the relationship between
base words and their inflected and derived forms specific to the types of misspellings exhibited by the student in the Main Test Module of Level 3 and Level 4.
Administration of the Spell Book II Module continues until a sufficient number of
test items have been presented to evaluate each of the student’s identified patterns of misspelling.
Prompts, Responses, & Feedback   Fiona or Quinn requests the student’s attention and prompts the student to complete a sentence by typing a word that is
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related to a word presented before the sentence (e.g., “Listen.... Musician. He
likes to play _______”). If the student does not respond within 10 seconds, the
computer will repeat the verbal stimulus presentation one time. The student may
also request replay of the verbal stimulus by clicking Repeat. There is no limit on
the number of requested repetitions of the verbal stimulus allowed for the practice items. For the test items, however, only one repetition is allowed. The student
types his or her spelling response on the keyboard, with simultaneous display of
the typed response onscreen, and then uses a mouse to click OK to proceed to the
next item. Corrective feedback from the character guide is provided for the practice items. No corrective feedback is provided for the test items. The examiner is
allowed to assist the student during the administration of the practice items and
is encouraged to sit next to the student while these items are administered. No
assistance is allowed during administration of the test items. A graphical animation
is presented to signal the completion of the Spell Book II Module.
Scoring The student’s responses are automatically scored as either correct or
incorrect by the software program. Because this task assesses the student’s knowledge of the relationship between base words and inflected or derived forms, the
SPELL–2 program uses its artificial intelligence to determine the student’s intended
response, even if the student’s response was incorrectly spelled. For example, if
the student types in “majic” when asked to complete the sentence “Magician. A
magician performs ______,” this response will be scored as correct because the
SPELL–2 program is able to determine that the student’s intended response was
“magic.” Note: This scoring logic allows SPELL–2 to determine if the student has
an understanding of the relationship between base words and inflected or derived
forms, even though the student may not correctly spell a particular base word.
The data collected by the Spell Book II Module, combined with other performance
data, are used by the Final Analysis Module to help interpret the student’s patterns of misspellings and are not made available to the examiner.

Final Analysis Module
The Final Analysis Module further analyzes responses collected by the Main Test
Module, together with responses collected by any additional test modules, to
confirm or modify the initial hypotheses formulated in the Preliminary Analysis
Module, to identify the cause or causes of the student’s misspellings, and to provide individualized learning objectives for spelling instruction. When the Final
Analysis Module has completed its analysis, the SPELL–2 assessment tool alerts
the examiner that the program is finished. The examiner can then preview and print
the results of SPELL–2 at that time.
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Reporting Module
SPELL–2 allows previewing and printing of the results of the student’s assessment,
including performance scores for 60 common spelling patterns, individualized
learning objectives for spelling instruction, and letter-style reports for parents and
teachers. The examiner may wish to refer to the Glossary for an explanation of
terms that appear in the reports. The Reporting Module is accessed through the
Management Tools folder tab.

Results Report
The examiner can preview and print the SPELL–2 Results Report. This report shows
the individual student’s spelling performance scores.
Sample Results Report

Student Information The student’s identifying information, as entered by the
examiner in the Student Information Form, and the level of SPELL–2 administered
to the individual student is displayed at the top of the SPELL–2 Results Report.
Scores The Results Report contains the raw score and the spelling performance
accuracy score for each spelling pattern assessed. Spelling patterns for which the
student achieved accuracy of 60% or below are highlighted in bold font on the SPELL–2
Results Report. These patterns are considered potential target patterns for instruction or remediation. Recommendations for direct spelling instruction for each of these
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potential target patterns are available in the Recommendations Report. Patterns for
which the student scored above 60% and below 100% are considered to be emerging.
The student may not benefit from direct instruction on these spelling patterns at the
single-word level. However, see “Other Considerations for Spelling Instruction” (page
44) for suggestions about how to encourage further development of those spelling
patterns for which a student scores above 60% and below 100%.

Recommendations Report
The examiner can preview and print the SPELL–2 Recommendations Report. This
report lists the individualized recommendations for spelling instruction.
Sample Recommendations Report

Student Information The student’s identifying information, as entered by the examiner in the Student Information Form, and the level of SPELL–2 administered to the
individual student is displayed at the top of the SPELL–2 Recommendations Report.
Recommendations The spelling patterns for which the student failed to meet
the 60% criterion are listed in order of developmental sequence; this is the
recommended order for spelling instruction. (If using SPELL–2 in conjunction with the
SPELL-Links to Reading & Writing, 2nd edition (Wasowicz, Apel, Masterson, & Whitney,
2012), refer to Appendix G in the SPELL-Links curriculum for a more detailed recommended sequence of instruction.) The educator ideally would select three to four spelling patterns and would provide instruction or remediation to target and stabilize these
spelling patterns before moving on to the next three to four spelling patterns.
SPELL–2 Examiner’s Manual
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For each spelling pattern listed on the SPELL–2 Recommendations Report, SPELL–2
provides an individualized learning objective for the student, based on his or her
most frequent type of error when spelling the target pattern. The learning objective
for each spelling pattern is derived from SPELL–2’s analysis of which available language knowledge and skills the speller is and is not using for that spelling pattern.
Thus, educators can optimally tailor instruction or remediation to the individual
student and for a specific spelling pattern. Each recommendation links to one or
more lessons and one or more activities in the SPELL-Links to Reading & Writing,
2nd edition (Wasowicz, Apel, Masterson, & Whitney, 2012). The corresponding
SPELL-Links lesson number(s) appear next to each spelling pattern recommended
for instruction.
Detailed Results Recommendations are triggered when the student fails to meet
a criterion calculated across all possible spellings of a particular spelling pattern.
The Recommendations Report provides a detailed breakdown of the raw scores
within a spelling pattern. For example, a recommendation will be provided for the
spelling pattern “Within-Word Consonant Doubling: pp, bb, tt, dd” if the student
scores 60% or below across all spellings of pp, bb, tt, dd. The Recommendations
Report will detail the raw scores for each of these four individual spellings in the
“Within-Word Consonant Doubling: pp, bb, tt, dd” spelling pattern. Note: A particular spelling (e.g., “pp”) may be listed even when this particular spelling pattern was
not assessed at the level of SPELL–2 administered to the student.
In Level 1 and Level 2, the detailed results are further broken down according to
number of syllables in the target word: single vs. multiple. In Level 3 and Level 4, the
detailed results are broken down according to word type: simple vs. complex. For the
SPELL–2 assessment, simple words are defined as single-morpheme words without
an unstressed, schwa vowel. Complex words are defined as multimorphemic words
and single-morpheme words containing at least one unstressed, schwa vowel. In all
cases, the examiner should exercise conservative interpretation of the raw data when
a small number of opportunities for measurement are indicated in the raw data.
The breakdown of data according to word type can be useful when SPELL–2 makes
the recommendation “This student not ready for learning how to spell this
category of inflected or derived words.” Since spelling of inflected and derived
words requires adequate ability to spell base words, SPELL–2 will recommend that
a student is not ready for spelling inflected or derived words when the assessment
results indicate that the student has not achieved adequate proficiency with spelling of base words. When SPELL–2 recommends that the student is not ready for
learning how to spell inflected or derived words, the examiner will want to focus
spelling instruction on spelling patterns in base words. The examiner should then
disregard the errors in complex words and analyze the errors in simple words
only, as the results and recommendations for a particular spelling pattern may be
skewed by errors introduced when spelling inflected or derived words. For those
spelling patterns with a minimal number of occurrences in simple words, the examiner might consider supplementing the results reported in SPELL–2 with additional
informal testing.
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Words Misspelled by Student The SPELL–2 Recommendations Report also lists
the words misspelled by the student, and the student’s misspellings of these
words, for each spelling pattern. This information can provide valuable additional
information and can be used by the educator to further tailor instruction for the
student. For example, examination of the individual word misspellings may
reveal that the student has difficulty with a particular spelling pattern in a specific
phonetic context. If so, the educator should create word lists for spelling instruction that focus on that particular phonetic context. As with any test, the educator
should take care to avoid or minimize use of the SPELL–2 test items in the
student’s instructional program, as this could invalidate results of future
administrations of SPELL–2.
Note: It is possible that more than one error for a particular spelling pattern can
occur within the same word. When this occurs, number of errors and number of
words listed will not be the same.
Note: While SPELL–2 prescribes a learning objective based on the most frequently
occurring type of error, all words in which the target pattern was misspelled,
regardless of type of error, are listed.
Note: Pending the results of the Spell Book II Module, SPELL–2 will recommend
either to teach the student about semantic relationships between base words
and inflected and derived forms or to encourage the student to use his or her
knowledge of base-word spelling to correctly spell inflected and derived forms. In
either case, it is incumbent upon the specialist to first establish that the student
is proficient in spelling a particular base word before teaching the student about a
semantic relationship and before teaching the student to use his or her knowledge
of the semantic relationship to correctly spell the inflected or derived forms. Again,
the specialist should take care to avoid or minimize use of the SPELL–2 test items
in the student’s instructional program, as this could invalidate results of future
administrations of SPELL–2.
Note: Each level of SPELL–2 assesses different spelling patterns, with the spelling
patterns assessed across Levels 1–4 and organized according to the general developmental sequence of spelling ability. After an initial administration of SPELL–2,
and once the student’s spelling of targeted patterns has stabilized, it is recommended that SPELL–2 be re-administered to document progress and to assess the
next set of spelling patterns in the developmental sequence.
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Sharing the Results
With Students
Instruction and remediation of spelling skills involves active attention to the knowledge and strategies needed to become a successful speller. Although the specialist
or classroom teacher provides the necessary information and practice activities to
acquire new spelling skills, students must be active and willing learners to ensure
that this new knowledge is acquired and used in everyday situations. Typically,
when students understand the purpose and rationale for an instructional program,
success with the program is increased. It is recommended, therefore, that the
results of SPELL–2 be shared with students.
When sharing the results of SPELL–2 with a student, it is important to provide
information about the student’s strengths as well as the student’s areas of need or
challenge. Using the Results Report provided by SPELL–2, the specialist can begin
by sharing with the student the areas of spelling development that he or she has
already successfully developed. The specialist can then use these areas of student
success as a springboard for discussing areas of spelling development that must
still be acquired by the student. It is recommended that the specialist provide abundant examples to clarify the purpose of the intended instructional program. Clearly
explaining how knowledge and strategies can increase the student’s spelling abilities
in specific ways allows the student to become an active partner in the process of
establishing individualized objectives and working toward meeting those objectives.
When discussing the SPELL–2 results, the specialist needs to determine the appropriate terms to use. For older students (i.e., those in Grades 5–12 and adults), use
of key terms, such as phonological awareness and morphological knowledge, is
encouraged since they allow the specialist to be more direct and place the student
in the role of a knowledgeable partner in the instructional or remedial process.
For younger students (i.e., those in Grade 4 and younger), the specialist needs to
determine whether the use of novel or unfamiliar terms may confuse the student or
draw focus away from the learning objectives.

With Classroom Teachers
The importance of spelling in the classroom cannot be overemphasized. Students
are often judged on their spelling, both on spelling tests and on other written work.
Weak spelling skills can interfere with a student’s ability to effectively communicate
thoughts and feelings to others in writing. When a student struggles with how to spell
words correctly, other aspects of his or her writing (such as grammar, organization,
and clarity) are also negatively affected. Moreover, a large and growing body
of research has shown that multiple-linguistic spelling instruction, such as that
prescribed by SPELL–2, leads to significant improvement in word-level decoding.
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It is critical, then, that classroom teachers understand students’ present spelling capabilities, the areas that require improvement, and the factors that may be positively or
negatively affecting their spelling and reading. Thus, the specialist should share
students’ SPELL–2 results with classroom teachers.
The specialist should also monitor classroom teachers’ familiarity with the assessment procedures associated with SPELL–2. Explanation and use of key terms, such
as phonological awareness and morphological knowledge, is encouraged. Use of
these terms allows the specialist to be more direct and facilitates the classroom
teacher’s role as a knowledgeable partner in the instructional or remedial process.
The specialist can highlight beneficial activities already used by the classroom
teacher or can suggest new and appropriate activities that can be integrated into
the existing classroom curriculum. The Home-Link activities featured in the SPELLLinks to Reading & Writing, 2nd edition (Wasowicz, Apel, Masterson, & Whitney,
2012) are appropriate for use by the classroom teacher.
Under Management Tools, SPELL–2 provides a handy letter-style report (see below)
that can be used to share results with classroom teachers. This letter, along with an
individual student’s SPELL–2 report, should be reviewed with classroom teachers
during discussions of students’ spelling evaluations. The examiner may also wish
to share a copy of Suggestions for Implementing Spelling Recommendations in
the Language Arts Curriculum (Appendix B) and Examples & Definitions of Spelling
Terms for Parents & Teachers (Appendix C) with the teacher. These documents are
available in printed form in the Appendices of this manual and in electronic form on
the SPELL–2 CD-ROM.
Sample Letter to Teachers
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With Parents
Many parents express concern about their child’s spelling capabilities. They likely
are interested in learning more about their child’s spelling abilities and what they
can do to improve them. In addition, they may be interested in learning about the
relationship between spelling and reading, since most students with spelling problems also experience reading difficulties. Educational objectives often are more
successfully accomplished when everyone involved with the student—the specialist, the classroom teacher, and the parent—is a knowledgeable and active participant in the student’s instructional program. Thus, the specialist should share the
results of SPELL–2 with students’ parents.
It is important that numerous examples and definitions of terms (refer to the
Glossary as necessary) be presented throughout the discussion of the results.
Again, the specialist should emphasize both the strengths and the challenges or
areas of need that a student demonstrates in spelling. The specialist and the classroom teacher may decide that it is appropriate to provide parents with tasks or
activities that can be done in the home. When using SPELL–2 in conjunction with
the SPELL-Links to Reading & Writing, 2nd edition (Wasowicz, Apel, Masterson, &
Whitney, 2012), the Home-Link activities featured in the SPELL-Links curriculum are
ideal for this purpose. However, even when home-based activities are not deemed
appropriate, it remains crucial that parents be aware and supportive of the educational objectives set forth by SPELL–2 and implemented by the specialist and the
classroom teacher.
Under Management Tools, SPELL–2 provides a convenient letter-style report
(see page 33) that can be used to share results with parents. This letter, written
in easy-to-understand language, provides a written record of the assessment and
a springboard for further discussion with parents.
The examiner may also wish to share a copy of Examples & Definitions of Spelling
Terms for Parents & Teachers (Appendix C) with the parents. This document is available in printed form in the Appendices of this manual and in electronic form on the
SPELL–2 CD-ROM.
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Sample Letter to Parents
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Instruction & Remediation
General Guidelines
Educators can use these basic instruction and remediation principles to guide them
in their work of facilitating spelling development.
• Instruction and remediation practices should be guided by a well-developed
knowledge of spelling development and the factors that influence spelling—
Spelling acquisition studies suggest that spelling development is a selfgenerated process of relating and representing spoken language into its
written form. This process occurs largely due to active attention to the phonological, orthographic, morphological, and semantic elements of spoken and
written language. Knowledge of how these elements of language contribute
to the development of spelling is crucial when planning activities to teach or
improve spelling skills.
• Spelling instruction and remediation should be guided by a socialconstructivist theory of learning—Although different learning theories exist,
a social-constructivist theory appears to best explain language learning.
This theory proposes that optimal learning occurs when viewed as a jointly
constructed process between two or more individuals. In the case of spelling
instruction and remediation, specialists guide students’ learning by providing activities and situations that encourage them to use their current abilities
to gain additional spelling strategies and knowledge. The authors of SPELL–2
advocate the social-constructivist viewpoint for literacy learning in general, and
for spelling instruction and remediation in particular, because of evidence from
effective literacy intervention practices that supports this theory. Without any
theory guiding instruction and remediation practices, specialists are likely to
provide learning opportunities that do not meet the learning needs of the
individuals served.
• Spelling instruction and remediation should encourage self-discovery
of spelling rules and patterns while simultaneously directing focused
attention to the properties of both spoken and written language—Educators
should actively model the spelling skills to be learned and provide varying support
for students’ learning attempts based on their current level of ability. Because of
the intimate relationship between spelling and reading, integration of these two
literacy skills in instruction and remediation should be achieved.
• Incorrect views of spelling should be changed—Unfortunately, some consider
spelling a skill that is learned “mysteriously” and that cannot be taught. Others
believe that the English spelling system is completely illogical or too complex
for study. Still others may assume that students who are poor at spelling cannot
make progress in developing better spelling abilities. The specialist must be prepared to argue against these incorrect views of spelling in order to help students
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and other educators working with students improve students’ spelling abilities.
Helping others change their views on spelling is particularly important because
of the negative effects these views can have on students’ self-esteem and selfimage as writers.
• Students’ perceptions of their spelling abilities should be acknowledged—
Because students who struggle with spelling often are highly aware of their
abilities compared to those of their peers, they are likely to develop a poor
self-image of themselves as spellers. The specialist should continually provide
descriptive and positive feedback to students to encourage their awareness of
the skills being learned and the progress achieved. By listening to the frustrations experienced in the past, encouraging them to take an active role in improving their skills, and acknowledging their attempts and struggles, the specialist
may facilitate a change in students’ self-images as spellers, thus increasing the
chances that motivation and effort will increase.
• The use of metacognitive and self-regulation strategies should be encouraged—
Metacognitive and self-regulation strategies include the ability to manage one’s
performance on a task, such as using positive self-talk while engaged in a task,
efficiently organizing time, and effectively planning and monitoring the task at
hand. These strategies are important to incorporate in spelling instruction and
remediation. For example, students should be required to think about their new
spelling strategies each time they must spell an unfamiliar word. The specialist
should encourage students to consider all possible strategies learned and to
choose the best strategy or strategies to use when attempting to spell the unfamiliar word. Additionally, students should be encouraged to proof unfamiliar
spellings, using their newly learned spelling strategies to confirm the appropriateness of the attempted spelling.
• Self-monitoring, focus, and effort on a task should be encouraged to stabilize
use of spelling knowledge—Students with poor spelling skills are poor monitors and proofreaders of their own spelling. Once a student has established
and developed the language knowledge and skills required for correct spelling,
they will likely continue to exhibit occasional misspellings in their written work.
These students benefit greatly from activities that encourage heightened effort
and focus on tasks and self-monitoring and correction of their written work.
The authors and educators of SPELL–2 have also created a comprehensive word
study curriculum, SPELL-Links to Reading & Writing, 2nd edition (Wasowicz, Apel,
Masterson, & Whitney, 2012). This research-based curriculum features hundreds
of activities with step-by-step instructions, and an extensive collection of checklists, worksheets, Home-Link activities, and other resources that allow specialists,
classroom teachers, and home-schooling parents to effectively execute the instruction and remediation principles outlined above. SPELL-Links to Reading & Writing
works hand-in-hand with SPELL–2 to improve spelling, reading, and writing skills of
all students.
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Individualized Learning Objectives & Related Spelling Activities
SPELL–2 provides specific, individualized learning objectives for each student who
completes the program. The learning objectives encourage spelling activities that
are most appropriate for the individual student based on the identified factors that
underlie that student’s misspellings. The recommendations provided by SPELL–2
are the starting points in an instructional hierarchy. That is, use the results of
SPELL–2 to determine where to begin word study instruction. Once the student has
mastered a particular level of linguistic knowledge for a prescribed spelling pattern, proceed sequentially to higher levels of word study instruction. For example,
if SPELL–2 recommends orthographic knowledge instruction: Letter Patterns and
Spelling Rules for Spelling the Consonant Digraph ‘wh,’ begin instruction at that
level and then proceed sequentially to instruction in orthographic knowledge:
Word Meaning Constraints, followed by instruction in mental orthographic memory
(instruction in morphological knowledge and semantic relationships would not be
appropriate for this spelling pattern and is skipped). See SPELL-Links to Reading &
Writing, 2nd edition (Wasowicz, Apel, Masterson, & Whitney, 2012) for a complete
curriculum and detailed discussion of this instructional hierarchy.
Possible causes for a student’s misspellings include deficiencies in:
Phonological Awareness
• Ability to segment words into syllables and phonemes and map letters
to sounds
• Ability to discriminate between sounds and map letters to sounds
• Ability to discriminate between stressed and unstressed syllables and map
letters to sounds
Orthographic Knowledge
• Knowledge of letter-sound relationships
• Knowledge of letter patterns and spelling rules
• Knowledge of word meaning constraints on letter-sound relationships
Morphological Knowledge & Semantic Relationships
• Knowledge of morphemes and letter-meaning relationships
• Knowledge of semantic relationships between base words and inflected forms
• Knowledge of semantic relationships between base words and derived forms
• Knowledge of rules for the modification of base words when spelling
inflected forms
• Knowledge of rules for the modification of base words when spelling
derived forms
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Mental Orthographic Memory
• Visual orientation of graphemes
• Long-term storage of clear and complete mental orthographic images (MOIs)
of words
The following sections discuss instruction and remediation principles for spelling
activities within each of these language knowledge domains.

Phonological Awareness
One successful strategy for spelling involves breaking down words into syllables
or phonemes and then spelling these smaller units with the appropriate grapheme
or graphemes. Results of SPELL–2 may indicate that a student requires spelling
practice that involves word and syllable segmentation and mapping of letters to
sounds. Thus, specific phonological awareness learning objectives may be recommended by SPELL–2 to improve the student’s spelling of a specific spelling pattern.

The following are phonological awareness learning objectives prescribed by SPELL–2.
To improve spelling of (specific spelling pattern):
•

By developing ability to segment phonemes and map letters to sounds in words
containing this spelling pattern

•

By developing ability to segment syllables and map letters to sounds in words
containing this spelling pattern

Some students may misspell words because they do not discriminate between
phonemes in a meaningful way. For example, a student may not perceive a difference between short e and short i or the student may hear a phonetic (i.e., sound)
difference between these two sounds but may not recognize the phonemic (i.e.,
meaning) difference between these two sounds. When this occurs, a student
may spell two vowel phonemes with one grapheme. Results of SPELL–2 testing
may indicate that a student requires spelling practice that fosters recognition of
meaningful contrasts and mapping of letters to sounds to improve spelling. Thus,
individualized learning objectives may be recommended to improve the student’s
spelling of a specific spelling pattern. Students may also misspell words because
they do not discriminate between stressed and unstressed syllables. To successfully spell the vowel sound in unstressed syllables, the student must first recognize
the difference between stressed and unstressed syllables before applying the
appropriate spelling strategy.
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The following are phonological awareness learning objectives prescribed by SPELL–2.
To improve spelling of (specific spelling pattern):
•

By developing ability to discriminate between vowel sounds and map letters to sounds in
words containing this spelling pattern

•

By developing ability to discriminate between syllabic vowel and other vowel
sounds and map letters to sounds in words containing this spelling pattern

•

By developing ability to discriminate between stressed and unstressed syllables and
map letters to the unstressed vowel sound

When SPELL–2’s learning objectives for spelling instruction include (1) segmenting
phonemes and syllables and mapping letters to sounds, (2) discriminating between
vowel sounds and mapping letters to sounds, and (3) discriminating between
stressed and unstressed syllables and mapping letters to sounds, the examiner
will want to follow these general guidelines for spelling instruction:
• Link segmentation and discrimination activities to spelling—Specialists
should implement spelling activities that target the specific segmentation
and discrimination difficulties manifested in the individual’s spelling errors.
For example, SPELL–2 may prescribe a learning objective to improve spelling
of liquid and nasal clusters (as found in a word like black) by developing the
student’s ability to segment these specific phonemes and map letters to sounds
in words containing this spelling pattern. In this case, the specialist should
develop segmentation spelling tasks that highlight and inform the individual
about the presence of nasal and liquid clusters in words and how those clusters
are represented in the written word.
• Consider phoneme properties—The properties of the target phoneme or
phonological structure may influence spelling intervention activities. Targets
that contain sonorants (vowel-like consonants, such as nasals and liquids) and
clusters are more difficult to segment and spell than targets representing other
features, such as stops (e.g., /p/ and /b/) and sibilants (e.g., /s/ and /S/). Short
vowels are more difficult to discriminate and spell than long vowels. SPELL–2
may prescribe several learning objectives to improve spelling by developing the
student’s ability to segment or recognize specific phonemes and map letters to
sounds. The specialist will want to sequence the order of spelling patterns that
are presented in spelling instruction so as to proceed from less challenging to
more challenging spelling patterns based on phoneme properties.
• Target meaningful differences signaled by spelling—Spelling instruction
or remediation activities that foster phoneme discrimination necessarily
require active attention to the meaning differences signaled by each phoneme/
grapheme in question. For example, SPELL–2 may prescribe a learning objective to improve spelling of short vowel e by developing the student’s ability to
discriminate between vowels and map letters to sounds in words containing this
spelling pattern. The specialist can use minimal pairs to facilitate a student’s
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understanding of the meaningful differences signaled by two different phonemes. For example, if a student consistently uses the grapheme i for words
containing the short e vowel (e.g., bet misspelled as bit), then activities should
require the student to accurately identify each word in minimal word pairs within
the meaningful context in which each word is used.

Orthographic Knowledge
Orthographic knowledge involves the strategies required to convert spoken language to written language. This knowledge involves recognizing the appropriate
graphemes used to represent different phonemes (letter-sound relationships),
understanding letter patterns and spelling rules, including which graphemes or
grapheme combinations can occur in different phonetic contexts (e.g., the //
sound in fudge must be spelled with dge because it follows a short vowel, unlike
the // in huge, which follows a long vowel) and which grapheme or grapheme
combinations can occur in different positions of a word (e.g., the /k/ sound can
never be spelled with ck at the beginning of a word). After careful analyses,
SPELL–2 may recommend individualized learning objectives to facilitate a student’s
orthographic knowledge to improve spelling skills for a specific spelling pattern.

The following are orthographic knowledge learning objectives prescribed by SPELL–2.
To improve spelling of (specific spelling pattern):
•

By developing knowledge of letter-sound relationships for this spelling pattern

•

By developing knowledge of word meaning constraints on letter-sound relationships

•

 y developing knowledge of word meaning constraints to correct over-generalized use of
B
morpheme -ed to spell word final /t, d/

•

By developing knowledge of letter patterns and spelling rules

•

By developing knowledge of letter-sound relationships, with specific attention to correct
pronunciation of /r, l/ in clusters so as to discourage insertion of vowels when spelling
these consonant clusters

• B
 y developing knowledge of letter-sound relationships, specifically not to use consonant
letters to represent sounds that are not perceived to be present
•

By improving knowledge of letter-sound relationships, specifically not to use vowel and
consonant letters to represent sounds that are not perceived to be present

These objectives, although focusing on specific letter-sound relationships and
specific rules or patterns of orthography, have as their core feature the need to
develop an understanding of English spelling conventions. The following set of
principles should be used to facilitate students’ knowledge of English orthography
during spelling activities.
• Encourage self-discovery of orthographic rules—Developing knowledge for
orthographic rules typically involves self-discovery approaches, often through
the use of word-sorting activities. In these activities, students are encouraged
SPELL–2 Examiner’s Manual
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to search for, or sort by, specific phoneme-grapheme patterns or spelling rules.
Students then use this knowledge to guide the spelling of other words that
follow the same patterns and rules.
• Target contrasting rules—Students should be presented with two sets of words
representing two specific orthographic patterns or rules (e.g., short i and long i
vowel words, like kit/ kite). Through modeling and guidance from the educator, the
student is encouraged to read the words aloud, discuss similarities or differences
between the words, and place the words into separate columns according to the
shared or common feature.
• Describe rules—Once a student has accurately grouped words by their shared
or common feature, the student should be encouraged to describe the rule
(e.g., i by itself is a short vowel sound, but i + a consonant + e results in a long
vowel sound).
• Establish keywords—After discovering the rule that depicts the sets of words,
the student should be encouraged to pick keywords. The keywords are words
that the student knows how to spell and can be recalled easily to act as models
or reminders for the rule.
• Practice new rules in controlled writing tasks—The educator should dictate
simple sentences containing targeted spelling rules and encourage the student
to use the newly learned rules and keywords to guide spelling of target words.
• Implement word searches—The student can be encouraged to search for
words in favorite or required texts and identify those words that are spelled
according to the newly learned rule. The keywords can be used to confirm
correct use of the rules.
• Attend to specific word-position rules—Certain orthographic rules specify
positional constraints on the use of graphemes to represent phonemes. For
example, the digraph ck may only occur in the middle and end of English words;
it never occurs in the beginning. The sorting activities discussed above also
can be used to differentiate specific word-position and grapheme-combining
rules. By presenting words that differ based on the use of specific graphemes or
digraphs in specific word positions, students can acquire these rules as well.
• Choose target rules according to spelling development—As in other areas
of language, specialists should use their knowledge of spelling development to
guide the facilitation of orthographic knowledge.

Morphological Knowledge & Semantic Relationships
Morphological knowledge includes the knowledge of morphemes (i.e., word parts)
and letter-meaning relationships, knowledge of semantic relationships between
base words and their inflected or derived forms, and knowledge of rules for modifying a base word when spelling an inflected or derived form. Knowledge of how to
spell a base word, coupled with the knowledge of how inflectional and derivational
morphemes are spelled and how they modify base words, guides the spelling of
inflected and derived forms. The SPELL–2 analysis may suggest that a student
improve the ability to use morphological knowledge to spell complex words. Thus,
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individualized morphological knowledge learning objectives may be recommended
by SPELL–2 to increase the student’s skills with a specific spelling pattern.

The following are morphological knowledge learning objectives prescribed
by SPELL–2.
To improve spelling of (specific spelling pattern):
•

 y developing morphological knowledge of word parts and letter-meaning relationships
B
for these inflectional morphemes; supplement morphological knowledge with phonological awareness, orthographic knowledge, and mental orthographic images when
appropriate

•

By developing morphological knowledge of rules for modifying base words when
adding these inflectional morphemes

•

 y developing knowledge of semantic relationships between base words and inflected
B
forms and using knowledge of base word spelling to spell words with these inflectional
morphemes

•

By using knowledge of base word spelling when spelling words with these inflectional
morphemes

•

By developing knowledge of semantic relationships between irregular past tense verbs
and their corresponding present tense verbs; supplement morphological knowledge
with phonological awareness, orthographic knowledge, and mental orthographic images when appropriate

•

By developing morphological knowledge of word parts and letter-meaning relationships
for derivational morphemes; supplement morphological knowledge with
phonological awareness, orthographic knowledge, and mental orthographic images
when appropriate

• B
 y developing morphological knowledge of rules for modifying base words when spelling derived words with this transparency
•

By developing knowledge of semantic relationships between base words and derived
forms and using knowledge of base word spelling and the spellings of other word
relatives to spell derived words with this transparency

•

By using knowledge of base word spelling and the spelling of other word relatives
when spelling derived words with this transparency

These objectives cover both inflectional and derivational morphological knowledge.
It is possible that SPELL–2 will recommend only one type of morphological knowledge. If both types of morphological knowledge are recommended, the educator
should consider first developing knowledge of inflectional morphology and then
progress to developing knowledge of derivational morphology. The following set of
principles should be used to facilitate students’ knowledge of semantic relationships and morphology during spelling activities.
• Link meaning between words—As students spell more complex words, knowledge for the morphological and semantic relationships among words may
facilitate correct spelling. For example, the words product, producer, and
production are all related to one another in meaning and have as their core the base
word produce. Although product and production sound different than produce, and
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all three words are spelled differently, knowledge for the spelling of the base
word that they share should facilitate their correct spelling. Thus, the educator
should heighten students’ awareness of the morphological and semantic relationships among words.
• Identify relationships—When first addressing morphological knowledge, the
educator should provide students with a simple base word (e.g., act) and ask
them to think of all words that seem to be related to the base word (e.g., act,
acting, actor, action). The students should be encouraged to discuss what common meaning the words share. After this general introduction, the educator
should focus the students’ attention on inflectional or derivational morphology,
depending on the objectives suggested by SPELL–2.
• Heighten awareness for inflectional morphology—After the general introduction, the educator should draw attention to the specific inflectional morpheme
that SPELL–2 recommended for improvement (e.g., -ed, -ing, -s) and ask students
to discuss its meaning. To facilitate this discussion, multiple base words should
be paired with this target inflectional morpheme and students should be encouraged to discuss how the meaning of each base word is changed similarly with its
addition. For example, when -ed is added to the base words jump, hug, and pat,
the meaning of each word implies an action that has already occurred.
• Target correct spelling of inflections—If the SPELL–2 recommendations suggest that a student needs to learn the correct spelling for a specific inflectional
morpheme, the educator should provide practice for spelling the target inflection. Additionally, the educator should draw attention to the different phonemes
that may be heard when adding the inflectional morpheme to a base word. In
the above examples, the -ed represents /t/, /d/, and /Id/.
• Target inflectional spelling patterns—When students are unaware of the specific
orthographic rules for combining base words and inflections, a sorting task should
be used. With this task, students can be provided with sets of words that represent
contrasting rules for adding an inflectional morpheme. For example, students may
be given words that are modified when adding an -ed (e.g., hope/ hoped, stop/
stopped) and those that are not (e.g., jump/ jumped, scold/ scolded).
• Contrast inflected with noninflected word endings—When students overgeneralize the use of inflectional morphemes (e.g., -ed) to words whose endings
sound similar to inflected words (e.g., spelling trust as trussed), the educator
should review the purpose of the inflected morpheme (in this case, to note past
tense) with the student. A sorting task of pictured items that contain inflected
(e.g., fanned) and noninflected but similarly sounding words (e.g., brand) can
be used to highlight words that signal a particular time or aspect and those that
do not. Subsequently, the spelling rules that apply to the inflected words can be
reviewed and a discussion can be held regarding how to spell the words that do
not contain an inflectional morpheme.
• Heighten awareness of derivational morphology—After the general introduction, the educator should highlight the fact that some derived words are similar
to the base word in sound and spelling (e.g., royalty/ royal), some are similar in
spelling but differ in sound (e.g., magician/ magic), some are similar in sound
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but differ in spelling (e.g., continue/continuous), and others differ in both sound
and spelling (e.g., description/describe). Regardless of any changes to sound
or spelling, however, the shared or common meaning among the words remains
the same.
• Identify commonalities among base words and derived forms—When a student identifies the meaning relationship between a base word and its derived
form, the educator should guide the student in identifying the common spelling shared by each word. For example, the educator can prompt the student to
identify how loyal is contained in loyalty. Thus, knowledge of how to spell loyal
guides the spelling of loyalty. Subsequently, other familiar base words can be
presented and the student can be encouraged to spell a derived form using the
base word as a guide.
• Control for transparency of derivational forms—When facilitating a student’s
use of base words to spell derived forms, derived forms that involve no change
to the sound or spelling of the base word should be presented first (e.g., friend,
friendly). These word pairs are considered to be transparent because of the lack
of orthographic or phonemic differences between the base word and its derived
forms. Once the student understands how to use the base word to make decisions about the spelling of a transparent derived form, subsequent examples
can be used that are less transparent. These examples could include spelling
derived forms that involve changes only to the spelling of the base word (e.g.,
penny, penniless), then changes only in the pronunciation of the base word
(e.g., magic, magician), and finally, changes to both the spelling and pronunciation of the base word (e.g., admit, admission).

Mental Orthographic Memory
Mental orthographic images (MOIs) are the mental images of word spellings that
individuals store in memory after repeated exposures. Although many images are
of words that can be spelled using knowledge of phonology, orthography, semantic
relationships, or morphology, some images represent words for which the use
of these language knowledge domains will result in either partial or complete
misspelling of the word. That is, certain words must be learned through repeated
exposures to the word with careful attention to the spelling such that an adequate
and complete image of the word can be recalled later. Thus, SPELL–2 may
recommend individualized learning objectives for improving a student’s mental
orthographic memory of a specific spelling pattern when other spelling strategies
would not be useful or productive.
The following are mental orthographic memory learning objectives prescribed
by SPELL–2.
To improve spelling of (specific spelling pattern):
•

By developing clear and complete mental images of words containing this
spelling pattern

•

By developing clear and complete mental images of words containing this
spelling pattern, with specific attention to reversal of b/d
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The following set of principles should be used when SPELL–2 recommends instruction to facilitate mental orthographic images.
• Discuss the characteristics of the word—The educator should encourage the
student to look at a target word and discuss its characteristics. For example, the
discussion might focus on the number of vowels and consonants in the words
and the configuration of the word (one “tall” grapheme followed by two “short”
graphemes, followed by one tall grapheme, such as in deal).
• Spell the word with the printed form present—While viewing the word, the educator should first model and then require the student to spell the word both forward and backward. The latter strategy is used to encourage the student’s attention to each individual grapheme, rather than viewing the word as a whole unit.
• Visualize the word—After the student has discussed the characteristics of the
word and practiced spelling it forward and backward while the printed word is
visible, the printed form should be removed and the student should be asked to
visualize the word. The educator should guide the student through another discussion of the characteristics of the word while the student pictures the word.
• Spell the word without the printed form present—After a discussion of the
characteristics, the student should spell the word forward and then backward.
Successful forward and backward spelling of the word suggests that the student
has adequately stored a clear image of each individual grapheme in the correct sequence. Subsequent practice with this strategy over time, with repeated
requests to picture words practiced previously, should ensure more complete
and clear representations of spellings in the student’s memory.

Other Considerations for Spelling Instruction
Students who score above 60% and below 100% correct for a particular spelling
pattern on SPELL–2 do not require explicit instruction in a particular knowledge
source at the single-word level for the tested spelling pattern. Instead, these
students who exhibit occasional misspellings would benefit more from intervention
activities that facilitate their consistent application of word-level knowledge
and skills to correctly spell these spelling patterns in connected writing. These
students will benefit greatly from activities that encourage heightened focus on
task, as well as self-monitoring and correction of their written work, to stabilize use
of their spelling knowledge and skills in their authentic writing. For these students,
we recommend the writing activities in Section 16 of the SPELL-Links to Reading &
Writing curriculum, 2nd edition (Wasowicz, Apel, Masterson, & Whitney, 2012).
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Getting Started with SPELL–2
System Requirements
Before installing SPELL–2, check to be sure that your system meets these
minimum system requirements.

Windows
Windows 2000/XP (XP recommended)
Pentium II, 233 MHz or higher
64 MB RAM (128 MB recommended)
10 MB free hard disk space
16-bit color monitor
Windows-compatible sound card
4x CD-ROM drive

Macintosh
MacOS 9.0 or higher (OSX recommended)
Power PC 250 MHz processor or higher (G3 recommended)
24 MB available memory (32 MB recommended)
10 MB free hard disk space
16-bit color monitor
4x CD-ROM drive

Important Note for Windows Users: Student data will not be saved if your user
account on your computer does not have write privileges to the SPELL–2 Daata
directory on the hard drive. If you are using Windows 2000, Windows XP or working on a network system, you either need to 1: Run SPELL–2 under an administrator
account or 2: Set up the user account with write access to the SPELL–2 Daata
directory on the hard drive. For assistance with setting up user accounts and
user access, please consult your Operating System User Manual, or contact the
manufacturer of your computer.
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Installation
Windows
1. Insert the CD-ROM into your computer’s CD-ROM drive.
2. Double-click the My Computer icon.
3. Double-click the SPELL 2 CD icon (unless the directory window for
the CD is already displayed).
4. Double-click the Setup icon.
5. Follow the onscreen setup instructions.

Macintosh
1. Insert the CD-ROM into your computer’s CD-ROM drive.
2.	Double-click the SPELL 2 CD icon (unless the directory window for
the CD is already displayed).
3.	Double-click the Setup icon.
4. Follow the onscreen setup instructions.

Set Up
Storing Data
The student data records are stored in two files on your hard drive. It is very
strongly recommended that you regularly copy the files to a floppy disk or other
external storage medium for protection against loss.
For Windows, the files are stored in:
		 HD:\Program Files\Learning By Design\SPELL–2\daata\SPL_TRX.v12
		 HD:\Program Files\Learning By Design\SPELL–2\daata\STUDENTS.v12
For Macintosh, the files are stored in:
		 HD:\Applications:Learning By Design:SPELL–2:daata:SPL_TRX.v12
		 HD:\Applications:Learning By Design:SPELL–2:daata:STUDENTS.v12

Setting Monitor Resolution
The minimum monitor resolution for SPELL–2 is 800 x 600. In Windows, from the
Start menu, select Control Panel, Display: Settings and select 800 x 600 display
resolution. Click Apply. On a Macintosh, from the apple menu, select System
Preferences and choose Displays to select 800 x 600 display resolution.

Launching the SPELL–2 Program
Once SPELL–2 has been installed, you are ready to launch the program.
Note: The SPELL–2 CD-ROM must be in the CD drive to run the program.
It is recommended that you close all other applications before launching the
SPELL–2 program.
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Windows
1. Insert the CD-ROM into your computer’s CD drive.
2.	From the Start menu, select Programs, Learning By Design, SPELL–2, and
click on SPELL–2.
Macintosh
1. Insert the CD-ROM into your computer’s CD drive.
2. Navigate to and select the Learning By Design folder located inside the
Applications folder on your hard drive.
3. Double-click on the SPELL–2 folder.
4. Double-click on the SPELL–2 program icon.

Entering a Password
The first time you launch the SPELL–2 program you will be asked to enter a personal password between 5 and 10 characters in length. You will be asked to retype
your chosen password into the verification screen. This password will be required
to create a new student record, to begin and resume testing for a student, and to
access and manage student records using the Management Tools. The password
security ensures confidentiality of student records and validity and reliability of the
data. Once you decide on a password, you may wish to write it in the box below for
future reference.

My Password

Changing Your Password
If you forget or wish to change your password, simply enter “VERDI” when
prompted for a password. After you enter this code, you will be prompted to enter
a new password. A verification screen will be displayed to verify your new password.

Main Menu
Each time you start SPELL–2, the Main Menu will be displayed. From the Main
Menu, you can select one of four options: Test New Student, Resume Testing,
Management Tools, or Examiner Preview (see page 50).

Test New Student
Test New Student allows you to create a student data record and to begin testing a
new student. Use this feature each time you test a new student with SPELL–2.
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Main Menu

¨ Click to exit the program
at any time.

¨ Click to create a
student record
and to begin testing a new student.

¨ Click to access a
student record and to
resume testing of a
previously started test.

¨ Click to preview instructions

¨ Click to access and
manage all student
records and to preview and print reports.

and practice items for each
module of SPELL–2 and to preview the reward animations.

Student Information Form, #1

¨ A/B

¨C
¨E

¨D
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Launching Test New Student Click the Test New Student folder tab on the Main
Menu to create a student data record and to begin testing a new student. You will
be prompted to enter your password.
Completing the Student Information Form Before testing a new student, you will
be asked to complete a Student Information Form (see page 50). Completion of the
Student Information Form will create a student data record for the new student. You
will want to gather all the information listed below prior to completing the form.
The Student Information Form consists of three parts.
On Student Information Form, #1, you will be required to enter the student’s name,
gender, and date of birth.

¨ A/B Type the student’s first and last name into the appropriate data fields.
¨C

Indicate the student’s gender by clicking on the appropriate radio button.

¨D

Enter the student’s date of birth by first clicking on the date, month, or year.
The selected date, month, or year will be highlighted in color. Use the up and
down arrows to adjust the selected number.

¨E

Click Next to continue.

On Student Information Form, #2 (see page 52), you will be required to enter the
name of the student’s school or your clinic, the examiner’s name, the student’s
grade, the student’s spelling grade level (if known), and the date of testing.

¨ A/B Type in the appropriate data fields the school or clinic name and the
examiner’s name as you want them to appear on all SPELL–2 reports.

¨C

Enter or select from list the student’s grade (1–12 or Adult).

¨D

Enter or select from list the student’s spelling grade level (Unknown or
–1 to 12+).

¨ E	Enter the date of testing by first clicking on the date, month, or year. The
selected date, month, or year will be highlighted in color. Use the up and
down arrows to adjust the selected number.

¨F

Click Next to continue.

¨G

Click Back to return to a previous screen of the Student Information Form.
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Student Information Form, #2

¨ A/B

¨F

¨C
¨E
¨D
¨G

Student Information Form, #3

¨B

¨A
¨C
¨D
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On Student Information Form, #3 (see page 52), you will be required to select a
character guide and to choose whether reward animations will be provided for this
new student.

¨ A	Select a character guide by clicking on the appropriate radio button. The
default setting is determined by the student’s grade: Fiona is selected for
Grades 3 and below; Quinn is selected for Grades 4–12 and adults.

¨B

Decide whether to show reward animations. You can make your selection by
clicking on the appropriate radio button. The default setting is Yes.

¨C

Click Back to return to a previous screen of the Student Information Form.

¨D

Click Save to store the student’s information.
Note: You may cancel out of the Student Information Form at any time by
clicking on another folder tab at the top of the Student Information Form. If
you cancel out of the Student Information Form before saving the student
data, no student data record will be created for the student and any information entered will be discarded.

Preparing the Student to Begin Testing Once you have completed all three parts
of the Student Information Form, the student information is displayed onscreen
for easy verification that the proper student file has been stored. You will then be
prompted to prepare the student to begin testing (see page 54). When this student
is seated at the computer and ready to begin testing in the Selector Module, click
OK. Click Back to return to the Student Information Form.

Resume Testing
Resume Testing allows you to access a student data record and to resume testing a
student who previously began and did not complete the SPELL–2 assessment (see
page 54). This feature allows you to easily administer SPELL–2 in more than one
session. Use this feature each time a student returns to resume testing.
Note: Once a student completes the SPELL–2 assessment, his or her name
will be removed from the Student List under Resume Testing. Records for
students who have completed the SPELL–2 assessment can be accessed
under Management Tools.
Launching Resume Testing Click the Resume Testing folder tab on the Main
Menu to access a student record and to resume testing. You will be prompted to
enter your password.
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Prepare to Begin Test

¨Student Information

Resume Testing

¨ Student List

¨ Scroll if necessary.

¨Sorting Fields
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Selecting a Student to Resume Testing After you enter your password, you will
be asked to select from the Student List the name of the student who will resume
testing. A list of all students who have begun and not yet completed SPELL–2
appears onscreen. Use the scroll bar to view the complete list of names. To quickly
locate a student name in the list, you may wish to sort the list by various fields:
Name, School, Examiner, Grade, Date of Birth, Date of Test, or Spelling Grade Level.
Click on the appropriate radio button to sort student records by data field. The
default sort is by Name. To open the student’s record, click on the desired name in
the list and then click Next.
When a student record is open, the student’s information is displayed onscreen for
easy verification that the proper student data record file has been opened. Click
Next to continue.
Note: You may cancel out of Resume Testing at any time by clicking on
another folder tab.
Preparing the Student to Resume Testing Once you have selected a student
name and opened a student record, you will be prompted to prepare the student to
resume testing (see below). The student information is displayed onscreen for easy
verification that the proper student data record file has been opened.
Note: If you wish to change or update any information in the student record,
you may do so using Management Tools.
When this student is seated at the computer and ready to begin testing, click OK.
Prepare to Resume Test

¨Student Information
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Management Tools
Management Tools allows you to access and manage student data records of students who have completed SPELL–2 and to preview and print results and recommendations reports and letters for teachers and parents. You may also use this
feature to access student records for students who have not completed SPELL–2
when you wish to edit or delete the student data records.
Launching Management Tools Click the Management Tools folder tab on
the Main Menu to access student records and reports (see below). You will be
prompted to enter your password.
Management Tools: Editing/Deleting a Student Record

¨
Click to permanently
delete a selected student’s data record.

¨
Click to Edit a student
data record.

Selecting a Student Record After selecting Management Tools, you will be asked
to select the name of the student whose data record you wish to access. A list of
all students for whom there exists a data record appears onscreen. Use the scroll
bar to view the complete list of names. Click on the desired name in the list to open
the student’s record. To quickly locate a student name in the list, you may wish to
sort the list by various fields: Name, School, Examiner, Grade, Date of Birth, Date of
Test, or Spelling Grade Level. Click on the appropriate radio button to sort student
records by data field. The default sort is by Student Name. When a student record
is opened, the student’s information is displayed onscreen for easy verification that
the proper student data record file has been opened.
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Management Tools: View/Print a Report

¨
Click to preview and print
the selected report.

¨Select a report from the list.

Note: You may cancel out of Management Tools at any time by clicking on
another folder tab.
Selecting a Report or Letter If the selected student has completed the SPELL–2
test, you may use Management Tools to preview and print the following reports
and letters: Results, Recommendations, Letter to Parents, or Letter to Teacher (see
above). (For a sample parent letter, see Appendix D; for a sample teacher letter, see
Appendix E.) Select a report from the list in the lower left corner of the Management
Tools screen.

Examiner Preview
The Examiner Preview feature allows you to preview instructions and practice items
for each of the SPELL–2 test modules and to preview the reward animations (see
page 58). Use this feature to familiarize yourself—and your students, if needed—
with each of the SPELL–2 test modules.
Launching Examiner Preview Click the Examiner Preview folder tab on the Main
Menu to preview instructions and practice items for each of the SPELL–2 test modules and to preview the reward animations. No password is required.
Selecting a Character Guide for the Preview Click on a radio button to select
the character guide—Fiona or Quinn—you would like to see when you preview the
selected modules.
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Selecting a Module to Preview Click on a button to preview a module or the
motivational reward animations that are interspersed throughout the modules.
Examiner Preview

¨
Click to preview a
test module or a
reward animation.

¨
Select a character guide.

Note: You may cancel out of Examiner Preview at any time by clicking on
another folder tab. You may cancel a module preview by clicking Exit.

Testing Modules
General Features
The following general features are available throughout the SPELL–2 testing
modules (see page 59).

¨ A	Click Exit to exit a testing module and return to the Main Menu at any time.
The student’s data will be saved when exiting a testing module.

¨ B/C Click Pause to suspend testing at any time. When clicked, the Pause button
changes to Resume. This pausing option is not available during presentation
of a practice or test item. The student may pause anytime before or after the
verbal presentation. Click Resume to resume testing after pausing.

¨D
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of times. Test items may be repeated only once. Note: These features are
disabled in the Magical Pond I and Magical Pond II Modules.
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General Features of Testing Modules

¨A

¨ B/C

¨D

Status of Testing in Progress
When a student exits the SPELL–2 assessment program before all testing is completed, a message window will appear with the student’s current status of testing
in progress (see page 60). Each of the assessment modules is listed onscreen, and
the modules the student has already completed are checked. Any additional test
modules that are not required for this student will be grayed out. SPELL–2 makes
decisions about which additional test modules are required during the Preliminary
Analysis Module and also in real time as the student completes each additional
test module. As such, the list of additional test modules to be completed is
dynamic (i.e., additional test modules that were previously grayed out may later
appear as modules to be administered to the student).
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Status of Testing in Progress

¨
Click to close window
and return to Main Menu.

Student Requires Assistance
A message window will appear (see below) when the student does not make a response
after two presentations of a practice or test item. At this time, you may provide general
assistance (e.g., redirecting the student to the task and reviewing the instructions). Do
not assist the student with how to respond to a specific test item. When the student is
prepared to continue with the test, click Close and then click OK.
Student Assistance

¨
Click to close and continue
testing.
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The administration of SPELL–2 follows the same sequence for all students:
Selector Module Main Test Module Preliminary Analysis Module
Additional Test Modules (as needed) Final Analysis Module. Students automatically flow into and through this sequence without the examiner adjusting any
settings. Figure 5 illustrates the sequence in detail.
Figure 5  SPELL–2

Administrative Sequence

Main Menu
Test New Student: Examiner completes
Student Information Form and saves data
record for new student
Resume Testing: Examiner opens
existing student record

Results of Analysis
When analysis is complete, message
indicates if student is done with
test or if additional test modules are
required to complete the test

Examiner prepares to
begin or resume
testing
Examiner seats and
prepares student at
computer
Examiner prepares to
begin or resume
testing
Examiner seats and
prepares student at
computer

Selector/Main Test
Modules
Student completes
Selector Module then
Main Test Module
spelling tests

Additional Test
Modules
The additional test modules are
assigned and administered by
SPELL–2 in a prescribed order

Preliminary Analysis Module
Student receives congratulatory message for
completion of Main Test Module
Examiner clicks OK to start Preliminary
Analysis Module

Analysis
in
Progress

Student may take a break at this time

Final Analysis Module
Student receives congratulatory message for
completion of the additional test modules
Examiner clicks OK to start the Final Analysis Module
Student is finished with the test

Test Complete
Analysis
in
Progress

Examiner receives message that final
analysis is completed
Examiner clicks OK and is returned to the
Main Menu, where examiner can select
Management Tools to access test results

Selector Module
The Selector Module is used to determine the most appropriate level of the Main
Test Module to administer to an individual student. All students must complete the
Selector Module.

Approximate Testing Time
The testing time is typically between 3 and 5 minutes. The length may vary,
depending on the number of items presented for the individual student and the
student’s own pace.
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Instructions
The character guide—either Fiona or Quinn—welcomes the student, explains the
purpose of the task, and gives the student specific instructions for completing the
task (see page 63). For each item, Fiona or Quinn prompts the student to spell a
word by requesting the student’s attention (e.g., “Here we go...” or “Listen…”) and
then presenting the target word in isolation, in a sentence, and again in isolation
(e.g., “Cat. The cat chased the mouse. Cat”).

Practice Items
Three practice items are presented using the format described above. The student
uses the keyboard to type his or her spelling of each practice word, with simultaneous display of each typed response onscreen, and then uses a mouse to click OK to
proceed to the next practice item.
If the student does not respond within 10 seconds, the computer will repeat the
practice item one time. The student may also request replay of the practice item
by clicking Repeat. There is no limit on the number of requested repetitions for the
practice items. Corrective feedback from the character guide is provided for the
practice items.
The character guide alerts the student when the practice items have been
completed and the first part of the test is about to begin. The student is instructed
to click OK when ready to begin the test items.

Test Items
Test items are presented in the same format as practice items. The word to be
spelled is presented verbally and the student uses the keyboard to type his or
her spelling of each test word, with simultaneous display of each typed response
onscreen, and then uses a mouse to click OK to proceed to the next test item. (For
a complete list of test items for the Selector Module, see Appendix F.)
The number of items and the specific items presented will vary, based on the student’s grade and spelling grade level entered on the Student Information Form and
the student’s accuracy of performance on the Selector Module items.
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Main Test Module
The Main Test Module is used to collect a sample of the student’s spelling of
between 82 and 182 words for analysis. There are four levels of the Main Test
Module, and the level of assessment most appropriate for the individual student
is determined by the student’s performance on the Selector Module items. All
students must complete the Main Test Module.

Approximate Testing Time
SPELL–2 is an untimed test. The testing times in Table 3 are estimates only and will
vary from student to student depending on the student’s own pace.

Main Test Module Testing Estimates

Table 3

Level

Number of Test Items

Approximate Testing Time

1

82

30–40 minutes

2

141

35–45 minutes

3

179

45–60 minutes

4

182

45–60 minutes

Instructions
The character guide—either Fiona or Quinn—congratulates the student on finishing the first part of the test and tells the student that it is time to begin the second
part of the test. The guide prompts the student to spell a word by requesting the
student’s attention and then presenting the target word in isolation, in a sentence,
and again in isolation (e.g., “Listen…. Chain. The chain fell off my bike. Chain”).

Practice Items
No practice items are presented.

Test Items
The student uses the keyboard to type his or her spelling of each test word (see
page 65), with simultaneous display of each typed response onscreen, and then
clicks OK to proceed to the next test item. (For a complete list of test items for the
Main Test Module Levels 1, 2, 3, and 4, see Appendices G, H, I, and J, respectively.)
If the student does not respond within 10 seconds, the computer will repeat the
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Main Test Module: Test Item Response

¨
Click OK to accept response.
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test item one time. The student may also request replay of the test item by clicking
Repeat. Only one repetition is allowed, and no corrective feedback is provided by
the character guide for the test items.

Additional Test Modules
SPELL–2 offers six additional test modules to gather further information after a
student completes the Main Test Module. Each of these additional modules targets
a specific skill area to complete analysis of a student’s spelling errors. The SPELL
Book Modules may be presented only when Level 3 or Level 4 of the Main Test
Module has been administered.

Will-O-Wisp I
This module is administered only if information about the student’s phoneme segmentation skills is needed to complete analysis of the student’s spelling errors in
the Main Test Module. Students who completed Levels 1, 2, 3, or 4 of the Main
Test Module may be required to complete this additional test module.
Approximate Testing Time The testing time is typically between 3 and 5 minutes.
The length may vary, depending on the number of items presented for the
individual student and the student’s own pace.
Instructions Fiona or Quinn introduces the student to the setting for the Will-OWisp I Module. The Will-O-Wisp then appears onscreen and provides the student
with specific instructions for completing the task (see page 67).
Practice Items The Will-O-Wisp requests the student’s attention and prompts the
student to click on him (represented by the magical orb) once for each sound he or she
hears in a given word. Five practice items are presented using the format described
above. The student uses the mouse to click on the orb (once for each sound in the
word) and then clicks anywhere on the water to signal the completion of his or her
response. If the student does not respond within 10 seconds, the computer will repeat
the practice item one time. The student may also request replay of the practice item by
clicking Repeat. There is no limit on the number of requested repetitions of the practice
items. Corrective feedback from the Will-O-Wisp is provided for the practice items.
Test Items The Will-O-Wisp alerts the student when presentation of the test items is
about to begin. The specific test items presented and the number of items presented
will vary, based on the student’s performance in the Main Test Module. The student
uses the mouse to click on the orb (once for each sound in the word) and then clicks
anywhere on the water to signal the completion of his or her response. If the student
does not respond within 10 seconds, the computer will repeat the test item one time.
The student may also request replay of the test item by clicking Repeat. Only one repetition is allowed, and no corrective feedback is provided by the Will-O-Wisp for the test
items. An animation is presented to signal the completion of the Will-O-Wisp I Module.
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Will-O-Wisp II
This module is administered only if information about the student’s syllable segmentation skills is needed to complete analysis of the student’s spelling errors in
the Main Test Module. Students who completed Levels 1, 2, 3, or 4 of the Main
Test Module may be required to complete this additional test module.
Approximate Testing Time The testing time is typically between 3 and 5 minutes.
The length may vary, depending on the number of items presented for the
individual student and the student’s own pace.
Instructions Fiona or Quinn introduces the student to the setting for the Will-OWisp II Module. The Will-O-Wisp then appears onscreen and provides the student
with specific instructions for completing the task (see above).
Practice Items The Will-O-Wisp requests the student’s attention and prompts the
student to click on him (represented by the magical orb) once for each syllable he
or she hears in a given word.
Three practice items are presented using the format described above. The student uses
the mouse to click on the orb (once for each syllable in the word) and then clicks anywhere on the water to signal the completion of his or her response. If the student does
not respond within 10 seconds, the computer will repeat the practice item one time.
The student may also request replay of the practice item by clicking Repeat. There is no
limit on the number of requested repetitions of the practice items. Corrective feedback
from the Will-O-Wisp is provided for the practice items.
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Test Items   The Will-O-Wisp alerts the student when presentation of the test
items is about to begin. The specific test items presented and the number of items
presented will vary, based on the student’s performance in the Main Test Module.
The student uses the mouse to click on the orb (once for each syllable in the
word) and then clicks anywhere on the water to signal the completion of his or her
response. If the student does not respond within 10 seconds, the computer will
repeat the test item one time. The student may also request replay of the test item
by clicking Repeat. Only one repetition is allowed, and no corrective feedback is
provided by the Will-O-Wisp for the test items. An animation is presented to signal
the completion of the Will-O-Wisp II Module.

Magical Pond I   
This module is administered only if information about the student’s ability to
phonemically discriminate vowels is needed to complete analysis of the student’s
spelling errors in the Main Test Module. Students who completed Levels 1, 2, 3, or
4 of the Main Test Module may be required to complete this additional test module.
Approximate Testing Time   The testing is typically between 3 and 12 minutes.
The length may vary, depending on the number of items presented for the
individual student and the student’s own pace.
Instructions   Fiona or Quinn introduces the student to the setting for the Magical
Pond I Module. The Will-O-Wisp then appears onscreen and provides the student
with specific instructions for completing the task (see page 69).
Practice Items   The Will-O-Wisp requests the student’s attention and prompts
the student to listen as a word is repeated over and over and to click on him (represented by the magical orb) when he or she hears a different word (e.g., “backback-back-back-back-back-bake”). Four practice items are presented using the
format described above. The student uses the mouse to click on the orb when he
or she hears a change to a different word (i.e., bake). Unlike the other modules,
neither Magical Pond Module allows students to have the practice items repeated.
Corrective feedback is provided for the practice items.
Test Items   The Will-O-Wisp alerts the student when presentation of the test
items is about to begin. The specific test items presented and the number of items
presented will vary, based on the student’s performance in the Main Test Module.
The student uses the mouse to click on the orb when he or she hears a change to
a different word. Unlike the other modules, neither Magical Pond Module allows
students to have the test items repeated. No corrective feedback is provided by the
Will-O-Wisp for the test items. An animation is presented to signal the completion
of the Magical Pond I Module.
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Magical Pond II
This module is administered only if information about the student’s ability to phonemically discriminate vowels and syllabic vowels is needed to complete analysis
of the student’s spelling errors in the Main Test Module. Only students who completed Levels 2, 3, or 4 of the Main Test Module may be required to complete this
additional test module.
Approximate Testing Time   The testing time is typically between 3 and 12 minutes. The length may vary, depending on the number of items presented for the
individual student and the student’s own pace.
Instructions   Fiona or Quinn introduces the student to the setting for the Magical
Pond II Module. The Will-O-Wisp then appears onscreen and provides the student
with specific instructions for completing the task (see above).
Practice Items   The Will-O-Wisp requests the student’s attention and prompts the
student to listen as a word is repeated over and over and to click on him (represented by the magical orb) when he or she hears different word (e.g., “fur-fur-furfur-fur-fuh”). Four practice items are presented using the format described above.
The student uses the mouse to click on the orb when he or she hears a change to a
different word (i.e., fuh). Unlike the other modules, neither Magical Pond Module
allows students to have the practice items repeated. Corrective feedback from the
Will-O-Wisp is provided for the practice items.
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Test Items   The Will-O-Wisp alerts the student when presentation of the test
items is about to begin. The specific test items presented and the number of items
presented will vary, based on the student’s performance in the Main Test Module.
The student uses the mouse to click on the orb when he or she hears a change to
a different word. Unlike the other modules, neither Magical Pond Module allows
students to have the practice items repeated. No corrective feedback is provided by
the Will-O-Wisp for the test items. An animation is presented to signal the completion of the Magical Pond II Module.

Spell Book I
This module is administered only if information about the student’s ability to spell
specific uninflected and underived words is needed to complete analysis of the
student’s spelling errors in the Main Test Module. Only students who completed
Level 3 or 4 of the Main Test Module may be required to complete this additional
test module.
Approximate Testing Time   The testing time is typically between 3 and 12 minutes. The length may vary, depending on the number of items presented for the
individual student and the student’s own pace.
Instructions   Fiona or Quinn appears onscreen and introduces the student to the
setting for the Spell Book I Module. The character guide then provides the student
with specific instructions for completing the task (see page 71).
Practice Items   The character guide requests the student’s attention and prompts
the student to spell a word presented in isolation, in a sentence, and again in isolation
(e.g., “Listen.... Desk. A student sits at a desk. Desk”). Three practice items are presented using the format described above. The student uses the keyboard to type his or
her spelling of each practice word, with simultaneous display of each typed response
onscreen, and then uses a mouse to click OK to proceed to the next practice item (see
page 71). If the student does not respond within 10 seconds, the computer will repeat
the practice item one time. The student may also request replay of the practice item by
clicking Repeat. There is no limit on the number of requested repetitions of the practice
items. Corrective feedback from the character guide is provided for the practice items.
Test Items   Fiona or Quinn alerts the student when presentation of the test items
is about to begin. The specific test items presented and the number of items presented will vary, based on the student’s performance in the Main Test Module. The
student uses the keyboard to type his or her spelling of each test word, with simultaneous display of each typed response onscreen, and then uses a mouse to click
OK to proceed to the next test item. If the student does not respond within 10 seconds, the computer will repeat the test item one time. The student may also request
replay of the test item by clicking Repeat. Only one repetition is allowed and no
corrective feedback is provided by the character guide for the test items. A graphical
animation is presented to signal the completion of the Spell Book I Module.
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Spell Book II
This module is administered only if information about the student’s morphological knowledge is needed to complete analysis of the student’s spelling errors in
the Main Test Module. Only students who completed Level 3 or 4 of the Main Test
Module may be required to complete this additional test module.
Approximate Testing Time   The testing time is typically between 3 and 12 minutes. The length may vary, depending on the number of items presented for the
individual student and the student’s own pace.
Instructions   Fiona or Quinn introduces the student to the setting for the Spell
Book II Module. The character guide then appears onscreen and provides the student with specific instructions for completing the task.

Spell Book I and II: Instructions from Quinn
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Practice Items   The character guide requests the student’s attention and prompts
the student to complete a sentence by typing a word that is related to a word presented before a sentence (e.g., “Musician. He likes to play _______”). Three practice
items are presented using the format described above. The student uses the keyboard
to type his or her spelling of each practice word, with simultaneous display of each
typed response onscreen, and then clicks OK to proceed to the next practice item. If
the student does not respond within 10 seconds, the computer will repeat the practice
item one time. The student may also request replay of the practice item by clicking
Repeat. There is no limit on the number of requested repetitions of the practice items.
Corrective feedback from the character guide is provided for the practice items.

Spell Book II: Practice Screen

Test Items   Fiona or Quinn alerts the student when presentation of the test items is
about to begin. The specific test items presented and the number of items presented
will vary, based on the student’s performance in the Main Test Module. The student
uses the keyboard to type his or her spelling of each test word, with simultaneous
display of each typed response onscreen, and then uses a mouse to click OK to proceed to the next test item. If the student does not respond within 10 seconds, the
computer will repeat the test item one time. The student may also request replay of
the test item by clicking Repeat. Only one repetition is allowed, and no corrective
feedback is provided by the character guide for the test items. A graphical animation
is presented to signal the completion of the Spell Book II Module.
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Administration Checklist
The following checklist has been created to assist the examiner in properly
administering SPELL–2.

Before Administration
o Review Part I and Part II of the Examiner’s Manual.
o Install the software and create a password.
o Click on the Examiner Preview folder tab to review the software.
o	Gather all the student information needed to complete the Student Information Form.
o Prepare the environment, equipment (e.g., headphones), and student for testing.

Testing a New Student
o
o
o
o
o

Click on the Test New Student folder tab.
Complete the Student Information Form.
Sit with the student for practice items and assist as needed.
Visually monitor the student throughout testing.
Provide breaks as needed.

Resume Testing of Student
o
o
o
o
o

Click on the Resume Testing folder tab.
Select and open the student’s data record and verify that the information is correct.
Prepare the student to resume testing.
Visually monitor the student throughout testing.
Provide breaks as needed.

Preliminary Analysis Module
o Click OK to begin the Preliminary Analysis Module.
o Wait for the analysis.
o	Check if the program has indicated if student is finished or if additional test
modules are required.

Additional Test Modules
o Return the student to the computer and click OK to continue testing.
o Sit with the student during practice items for each additional test module and
assist as needed.
o Visually monitor the student throughout testing.
o Provide breaks as needed (optimum time for a break is between modules).

Final Analysis Module
o Click OK to begin the Final Analysis Module.
o Wait for the analysis.
o Access the results by clicking on the Management Tools folder tab.
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Frequently Asked Questions
• Should I administer SPELL–2 as part of a diagnostic battery?
It is recommended that the examiner administer a standardized spelling test
(e.g., Larsen, Hammill, & Moats’s [1999] Test of Written Spelling–4) as part of
the diagnostic battery to qualify a student for services. Once the student is
enrolled in an instructional program, SPELL–2 can be administered to pinpoint
specific instructional objectives for the individual student. Depending on the
amount of time available for testing, the examiner may elect to include SPELL–2
as part of a diagnostic battery.
• Can I administer SPELL–2 without the use of headphones?
Yes; however, the use of headphones for administration of SPELL–2 is highly
recommended to maximize validity of test results.
• What type of headphones is recommended for use with SPELL–2?
The headphones commonly used for portable audio devices are appropriate for
use with SPELL–2.
• Why does the order of presentation of the Selector Module items vary from
student to student?
The starting item number for the Selector Module is determined by the individual student’s grade and spelling grade level as entered by the examiner on
the Student Information Form. The specific test items and the order of the test
items presented to the student in the Selector Module are determined by the
individual student’s performance in the Selector Module. The Selector Module
presents the items in the order necessary to establish a basal and then a ceiling
for the individual student and discontinues the Selector Module once a ceiling
has been established.
• How do I know which level of the Main Test Module has been selected for
administration to the individual student?
The level of the Main Test Module selected by SPELL–2 for administration to
an individual student is indicated in the lower right corner of the student information displayed when student begins and resumes testing in the Main Test
Module. Next Module: Main Test (L1) denotes Level 1; (L2) denotes Level 2, and
so on. After the student has been placed in one of the levels of the Main Test
Module, SPELL–2 automatically checks for a spelling accuracy level within
the first 20 or 30 words of that level. If the student does not meet a minimal
criterion set by the program, SPELL–2 will automatically and seamlessly drop
to the next lowest level of the Main Test Module. If the student meets a maximum criterion, it will bump up to the next highest level.
• Is there any way to get a preliminary report with partial information before
the student completes the full assessment?
A valid analysis and interpretation of the data requires the student to complete
the full assessment. It is not possible to access the results with only partial
data (i.e., before the full assessment is completed). However, the examiner may
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access a list of all responses made by the student by using the ResponseViewer
utility program located inside the SPELL–2 folder on the hard drive.
• Why does the test item number in the lower left corner of the screen not
always correspond to the item number in lists of words for the Selector or
Main Test Module contained in the Appendices?
Because the test item counter in the lower left corner of the screen reflects the
number of items completed by the student, there is not always a direct correspondence between the counter number and test item number found in the list
of words. This is because the starting test item number for the Selector Module
is determined by the student’s grade and/or spelling grade level and not all
students will need to complete all 40 items in the Selector Module. Also, a word
previously completed in the Selector Module will not be presented again in the
Main Test Module. The examiner can use the number that appears in the lower
left corner of the screen to gauge the approximate number of items remaining to
be completed in the Main Test Module.
• Why does it take so long to complete the SPELL–2 assessment?
With any assessment, it is necessary to obtain adequate data to conduct a valid
and reliable assessment of a student’s abilities. The domain of spelling is very
large, and the SPELL–2 assessment requires a representative sample of an individual student’s spelling in order for the assessment to be valid and reliable.
This requires, on average, 30 minutes for elementary-grade students and 60
minutes for students in the middle grades and up, as well as adults. We recommend that the SPELL–2 assessment be administered over several sessions, each
lasting no more than 5–10 minutes.
The investment of time to complete the assessment will ultimately save valuable
time because once SPELL–2 has identified specific deficits, educators can zeroin and teach only what each student needs to learn.
• After I finish testing a student, why can’t I locate the student’s name under
Resume Testing?
Once a student has completed the SPELL–2 assessment, his or her name is
removed from the list of students displayed under the Resume Testing folder
tab. For students who have completed SPELL–2, examiners may access their
records under the Management Tools folder tab.
• Does SPELL–2 accept spellings that contain characters other than the letters of the alphabet?
The SPELL–2 program will accept keyboard input of the 26 letters of the alphabet and apostrophes, hyphens, and periods. Although none of the target words
in SPELL–2 contains apostrophes, hyphens, or periods, these characters are
allowed since they are sometimes used to spell words, as is the case for contractions, possessives, compound words, and abbreviations. SPELL–2 does not
include apostrophes, hyphens, or periods in its analysis of the student’s spellings, but will list the words in which these characters appear on the student’s
report. The examiner is encouraged to review the list of words for a specific
pattern of misuse that may need to be addressed.
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• Does SPELL-2 analyze a student’s spelling of homonyms, contractions,
possessives, and abbreviations?
No. Misspelling of these types of words is an easily recognizable error pattern.
Not including these types of spelling patterns in SPELL–2 helped keep the
number of test items and the length of the assessment within a reasonable
range. If the student exhibits a pattern of homonym confusion or misspelling
of contractions, possessives, and abbreviations, the professional can target
these error patterns through development of phonological awareness, semantic
knowledge, and mental orthographic images, as appropriate. See SPELL-Links
to Reading & Writing, 2nd edition (Wasowicz, Apel, Masterson, & Whitney, 2012)
Lessons 69–73 for specific instructional activities.
• Is the student’s spelling performance affected by keyboard response?
There is evidence that a student’s spelling performance is not affected by
using keyboard input for spelling response (Beggs, Schofield, Masterson, &
Apel, 2001). The accuracy of children’s spellings entered via a keyboard versus
pencil and paper was compared in students in Grades 2–6. Although the penciland-paper spellings were slightly better for the children in Grade 2, there were
no differences in the other grades, with the exception of the fourth graders,
who actually performed better when using a keyboard. Of particular interest
was the finding that the children’s spelling accuracy in the two modes was not
influenced by keyboarding proficiency (measured as words per minute). For
students with handwriting disability, spelling via computer keyboard allows
students to devote more mental energy to spelling rather than having to attend
simultaneously to the motor demands of spelling (Berninger et al., 1998). For
these students, keyboard response may allow a more valid measure of true
spelling ability.
• What criteria were used to select base words for assessing morphological
knowledge of the relationship between base words and derived forms?
The base word was determined by the likelihood that individuals would identify
a semantic relationship with the derived form. For example, many individuals
would not consider import as related to importance but would consider
important to be related to importance. In these cases, a more familiar form
of the word, which could be used to aid the spelling of a second derived form,
was selected based on systematic examination of the test items to determine
the strength of the semantic relationship to the derived form.
• How was familiarity of vocabulary controlled for in selection of the test
items?
Content validity measures were implemented to select test items that were
within the vocabulary level for individuals who would most likely receive a
particular level of assessment.
• Does SPELL–2 exhaustively test every spelling pattern of English?
The construction of any test must balance the desire to assess the target skill or
skills in every possible context with the practical constraints of creating a test
that can be completed within a reasonable amount of time. SPELL–2 assesses
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60 of the most common spelling patterns. The decision about which spelling
patterns to include was based on several published resources, as well as clinical
judgment by the authors about what patterns were most important to include.
• Is normative data available for SPELL–2?
SPELL–2 is a prescriptive assessment tool; that is, SPELL–2 identifies error
patterns and makes specific recommendations for spelling intervention.
Normative data are not required for a prescriptive assessment tool. Standardized tests quantify a student’s performance relative to a population of
peers. Professionals should keep in mind that standardized tools do not allow
a clinician to determine goals, whereas this prescriptive tool does.
• What is the validity of the SPELL–2 test results?
To establish criterion validity, the extent to which SPELL: Spelling Performance
Evaluation for Language and Literacy (First Edition) performance scores
correlate with scores on the Test of Written Spelling–4 (Larsen, Hammill, &
Moats, 1999) and on two subtests of the Woodcock Diagnostic Reading Battery
(Woodcock, 1997) was measured for 135 students in Grades 1–6. Results from
Pearson-r correlations and a simultaneous multiple regression analysis indicate
that SPELL validly measures students’ spelling abilities, decoding skills, and
identification of sight words and that SPELL can be used to identify word study
goals in a variety of grades and settings (Mooney & Masterson, 2006). A validity
study is currently underway to establish criterion validity for SPELL–2.
• What are the age or grade equivalents of the SPELL–2 testing levels?
The levels represent which spelling patterns were tested for an individual
student, based on his or her performance on the SPELL–2 Selector items. The
levels do not have corresponding age equivalents, percentiles, or grade equivalents. Instead, the levels represent the student’s spelling performance along a
continuum of linguistic complexity.
The purpose of SPELL–2 is to identify specific deficits and appropriate intervention for a student who has spelling problems. To determine a specific grade level
of performance, we recommend the administration of a standardized spelling
test (e.g., Test of Written Spelling–4, 1999, by Larsen, Hammill, and Moats, published by Pro-Ed).
• Can I use the Selector Module to determine if the student is within normal
limits and whether the student requires administration of the full assessment?
SPELL–2 does not provide a normative measure of a student’s spelling skills
and cannot be used to determine if a student’s spelling ability is within normal
limits. The domain of English spelling is massive, which makes it impractical to
sample every potential orthographic pattern. The Selector Module probes the
student’s spelling of various spelling patterns to determine the most appropriate
patterns (i.e., the most appropriate level of SPELL–2) to use to fully assess in
an individual student. Because spelling development is an ongoing process, all
individuals with some amount of misspellings could benefit from a full SPELL–2
assessment. It is left to the examiner’s discretion to determine whether to invest
the time required for completion of a full SPELL–2 assessment.
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• How often should I re-administer SPELL–2?
Each level of SPELL–2 assesses different spelling patterns, with the spelling patterns assessed across Levels 1–4 and organized according to the general developmental sequence of spelling ability. After an initial administration of SPELL–2,
and once the student’s spelling of targeted patterns has stabilized, it is recommended that SPELL–2 be re-administered to document progress and to assess
the next set of spelling patterns in the developmental sequence.
• How might dialect affect spelling performance?
The effects of dialect on spelling performance are not currently known. There are
some anecdotal data to suggest that some individuals who speak a nonstandard
form of English may demonstrate differences in spelling that reflect their dialect. Until more is known, it would be wise to consider the characteristics of the
individual’s dialect to determine whether SPELL–2 results reflect the influences
of the student’s dialect. If this appears to be true, the professional should consider the target spelling patterns to represent differences in spelling rather than
a delay or impairment in spelling. A difference in spelling does not, however,
preclude facilitating a student’s spelling development and correct spelling of
targeted patterns using the learning objectives recommended by SPELL–2.
• How might speech production errors affect spelling performance?
The limited data available that address this issue suggest that articulation errors
(i.e., non-phonologically based speech errors) do not carry over into spelling. For
the children who have been studied, it does not appear that their speech production is represented in their internal representation of the word. It is possible,
however, that the spellings of students who are spelling phonetically may be
affected by their misarticulation of sounds.
In contrast, children who have phonologically based speech errors (i.e., speech
errors in the absence of any other significant physical, sensory, or cognitive
impairment) demonstrate poor performance on spelling tasks (Carroll &
Snowling, 2004) due to poorly specified phonological representations of words
stored in long-term memory and/or difficulty accessing the internal phonological
representations (Sutherland & Gillon, 2005).
• Why does it take a long time to open a student record?
The amount of time it takes to open a record is determined by your computer’s
specifications. If the accessing of student records is sluggish, we recommend
that you use Management Tools to periodically purge old student records from
the student list. Be sure to print and save hard copies of the student’s reports
before purging the student’s data record, as the student’s data will be permanently deleted from the SPELL–2 program.
• How does SPELL–2 meet HIPAA compliancy regulations?
The SPELL–2 software program implements safeguards to maximize confidentiality and security of Private Health Information (PHI).
SPELL–2 features password protection: a user-defined password is required to
access all data stored by the SPELL–2 program on your computer’s hard drive.
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To further safeguard and protect PHI, the student name is stored in one data
file, and the performance data is stored in a separate data file without the
student’s name.
• How can I export the student reports as an electronic file?
All SPELL–2 reports are saved and accessed within the SPELL–2 program.
You can export SPELL–2 reports in PDF format if you have Adobe® Acrobat® —
available for purchase from www.adobe.com—installed on your computer.
Simply select the Acrobat PDF Writer device in the Print dialog box when printing
a report to export the report from the SPELL–2 program. When exporting
SPELL–2 reports to an electronic file, it is incumbant upon the examiner to
implement adequate safeguards for protecting students’ privacy during storage
and transmission of the data.
• Does SPELL–2 include an instructional component?
No. The SPELL–2 program is a prescriptive assessment program that makes
specific recommendations for instruction. The recommendations made by
SPELL–2 link to specific lessons and activities in the SPELL-Links to Reading &
Writing, 2nd edition (Wasowicz, Apel, Masterson, & Whitney, 2012)—sold separately. Alternatively, you may implement the SPELL–2 recommendations using
your own instructional materials.
• Can I administer SPELL–2 to Kindergarten or first-grade students?
Administering SPELL–2 to students in Kindergarten or Grade 1 is not recommended. For these students, we recommend the SPELL-Links Lesson Planner
(sold separately; learningbydesign.com). The SPELL-Links Lesson Planner
software program converts K–1 students’ Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early
Literacy Skills (DIBELS; www.uoregon.edu) assessment scores into individualized lesson plans.
For additional FAQs, visit http://www.learningbydesign.com
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Suggestions for Implementing
Spelling Recommendations in the
Language Arts Curriculum
Phonological-Based Spelling Instructions

Phonology-Ban

• The goal is to foster awareness of sounds, syllables, and syllabic stress in
words and to establish an understanding that letters are used to represent
sounds in words.
• Encourage students to sound out phonetically spelled words and to write the
letters as they say each sound.
• Introduce sounds in a sequence that reflects perceptual and linguistic
complexity.
• Control the complexity of other sounds and letters in the word when introducing
a new spelling pattern.
• Ask students to create new words by adding, omitting, or changing one of the
sounds in a word.
• Direct students to check their spellings of words to verify that each syllable contains one vowel letter.
• Ask students to check that the letters of the words they spell are written in the
same order as the corresponding sounds in the spoken words.
• Teach students to pay attention to syllabic stress, and demonstrate how syllabic
stress determines when it is appropriate to use phonology- and phonics-based
spelling strategies.

Phonics-Based Spelling Instruction
• The goal is to teach the different letters and letter combinations that can represent a sound.
• Display the alphabet on the classroom wall; establish key words for alphabetic letters.
• Encourage letter hunts for all the letters in a list of words that have the same sound.
• Use word sorts to sort words according to different spellings of the same sound.
• Ask the student to create and keep a list of allowable spellings for each sound.

Pattern & Rule-Based Spelling Instruction
• The goal is to develop knowledge of letter patterns and rules for combining
letters to spell words.
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• The most important rule is Don’t teach the rule! Create opportunities for
students to discover the pattern themselves and to use their own words to
describe the pattern or rule.
• Contrast the correct spelling of a target pattern with another familiar word
(e.g., rate vs. rat). Guide students through explaining how and why the words
look different.
• Teach spelling patterns in a sequence that represents orthographic complexity.
• Address phonetic context, as well as syllable and word position constraints, on
spelling patterns.
• Group weekly spelling words together according to target pattern; add words to
the list so that each target pattern is represented by at least three or four words.

Semantics & Morphology-Based Spelling Instruction
• The goal is to use the meaning of words and parts of words to spell.
• Discuss meaning of words and identify relationships between and among words.
• Teach correct spelling of prefixes and suffixes along with the meaning of these
word parts.
• Create opportunities for students to discover rules for modifying words when
adding prefixes and suffixes.
• Teach words that do not involve a modification to the base word when adding
an affix before teaching words that involve a phonological and/or orthographic
change to the base word.

Mental Orthographic Image-Based Spelling Instruction
• The goal is to develop clear and complete mental images of words in long-term
memory.
• Always encourage students to print the word rather than recite the word’s spelling.
• Discuss characteristics of the printed word; visualize the word.
• Present intentional misspellings for correction by students; encourage students
to try different possible spellings to see which one “looks right.”
• Encourage students’ self-monitoring and proofing of their own work.
• Encourage students to carefully examine their spelling of a word and to try
different possible spellings for the part of the word that “looks funny.” Direct
students to compare the different possible spellings and to choose the spelling
that “looks right.”
• Encourage students with poor penmanship to use a word processor for their
writing work.
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Examples & Definitions of Spelling Terms
for Parents & Teachers
• Phonology-Based Spelling Instruction: Spelling instruction that fosters
awareness of sounds, syllables, and syllabic stress in words with the understanding that letters are used to represent sounds in words.
• Phonics-Based Spelling Instruction: Spelling instruction that focuses on teaching the different letters and letter combinations that can represent a sound.
• Pattern and Rule-Based Spelling Instruction: Spelling instruction that focuses
on developing knowledge of letter patterns and rules for combining letters to
spell words.
• Semantics and Morphology-Based Spelling Instruction: Spelling instruction
that focuses on understanding and using the meaning of words and parts of
words to spell words correctly.
• Mental Orthographic Image-Based Spelling Instruction: Spelling instruction
that focuses on developing clear and complete mental images of words in longterm memory to spell words correctly.
• Abutting Consonants: Adjacent consonants that do not form a blend
(e.g., ct in collect).
• Nasal Cluster: A combination of two or three adjacent consonants within the
same syllable and including m, n, or ng (e.g., champ, hand, jungle).
• Liquid Cluster: A combination of two or three adjacent consonants within the
same syllable and including r or l (e.g., cross, splash).
• Syllabic Vowel Sound: The vowel–r or vowel–l sound as in bird, actor, bottle.
• Conditioning Silent E: A silent e that causes the preceding consonant to be
a soft consonant (e.g., lace, page).
• Nonconditioning Silent E: A silent e that does not affect the pronunciation
of the preceding consonant (e.g., like, please).
• Irregular Past-Tense Verbs: A past-tense verb that does not follow
conventional spelling rules (e.g., caught).
• Inflected Words: Verbs that end with -ed, -ing (e.g., walked, swimming) and
verbs and plural nouns that end with -s, -es (e.g., walks, cats, washes, dishes).
• Derived Words: Words that begin with a prefix (e.g., disallow) or end with a suffix (e.g., investment) and the prefix or suffix changes the word’s class (e.g., teach
[verb] vs. teacher [noun]) or the word’s meaning (e.g., correct ➞ incorrect).
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• Derived Words with Both Orthographic and Phonological Transparency:
Words for which the addition of a prefix or suffix does not change the pronunciation or the spelling of the base word (e.g., correct ➞ incorrect).
• Derived Words with Orthographic Transparency Only: Words for which the
addition of a prefix or suffix changes the pronunciation of the base word but
does not change the spelling of the base word (e.g., magic ➞ magician).
• Derived Words with Phonological Transparency Only: Words for which the
addition of a prefix or suffix changes the spelling of the base word but does not
change the pronunciation of the base word (e.g., penny ➞ penniless).
• Opaque Derived Words: Words for which the addition of a prefix or suffix changes
both the spelling and the pronunciation of the base word (e.g., caution ➞ cautious).
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Sample Letter to Parents
Morrisson, Jennifer

Student: Jennifer Morrisson
School: Westchester Ridge
Grade: 3
Level of SPELL-2 Administered: 1

Date of Birth: 8/3/1995
Date of Test: 5/6/2005
Age: 9 years, 9 months
Examiner: Betsey G. Davids

Dear Parent,
I used SPELL-2: Spelling Performance Evaluation for Language and Literacy to measure
Jennifer's spelling ability and underlying language knowledge and skills. SPELL-2 is a
computer software program that assesses spelling and related skills and helps determine
what type of spelling instruction is needed to improve literacy skills.
Spelling is a complex written language skill that draws upon on a number of different
types of language abilities and knowledge. These include:

 Awareness of components of spoken language (Phonological Awareness) - the
ability to think about spoken words, and the ability to think and talk about the
syllables, rhymes, individual speech sounds, and syllabic stress of words in spoken
language.

 Knowledge of English phonics and spelling rules or patterns (Orthographic

Knowledge) - the knowledge of and ability to use specific letter-sound relationships
and common letter patterns and spelling rules (for example, a long vowel sound in a
one-syllable word that ends with a consonant sound is almost always spelled with two
vowel letters) to spell words that follow English spelling conventions.

 Knowledge of word parts and related words (Morphological Knowledge and

Semantic Relationships) - the knowledge of and ability to use meaning to spell
certain word suffixes such as "walks, walking, walked", and certain word prefixes, such
as "discontinue" and "illegal"; the knowledge of and ability to use familiar, related
words to spell more complex words, for example, using "magic" to help spell
"magician".

 Memory for word images (Mental Orthographic Images) - the ability to store
and recall clear and complete visual images of known words.

All of these factors are important for spelling and each affects how well a student spells.
When a student struggles with how to spell words correctly, other aspects of his or her
writing, such as grammar, organization and clarity, may be compromised. Language-based
spelling instruction leads to significant improvement not only in spelling and writing, but
also leads to significant improvement in reading skills.
SPELL-2 required Jennifer to spell a set of words and possibly to complete a series of
additional tasks that provided further information about her underlying language
knowledge and skills. SPELL-2 indicates that Jennifer needs to do the following to improve
her spelling skills:
SPELL-2 Letter to Parents
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Morrisson, Jennifer

1. Awareness of components of spoken language (Phonological Awareness)

 Jennifer needs phonology-based spelling instruction to improve spelling of:
 Short Vowel: u / ^ /
 Long Vowel: i - Vowel digraphs and other spellings
 Long Vowel: u spelled 'u_e'
 Long Vowel: u - Vowel digraphs and other spellings
2. Knowledge of English phonics and spelling rules or patterns (Orthographic
Knowledge)

 Jennifer needs phonics-based spelling instruction to improve spelling of:
 Consonant(s): Hard 'c'
 Consonant Digraph(s) & Trigraph(s): 'ck'
 Jennifer needs pattern and rule-based spelling instruction to improve spelling of:
 Consonant(s): Hard 'c'
 Consonant Digraph(s) & Trigraph(s): 'wh'
 Consonant Digraph(s) & Trigraph(s): Final 'ch, tch'
 Short Vowel: o / a /
3. Knowledge of word parts and related words (Morphological Knowledge
and Semantic Relationships)
Jennifer does not require semantics and morphology-based spelling instruction at this
time.
4. Memory for word images (Mental Orthographic Images)

 Jennifer needs to develop clear and complete word images to improve spelling of:
 Consonant Digraph(s) & Trigraph(s): 'wh'
 Long Vowel: a - Vowel digraphs and other spellings
 Long Vowel: e - Vowel digraphs and other spellings
 Long Vowel: o - Vowel digraphs and other spellings
I can provide you and Jennifer's classroom teacher with suggestions to help Jennifer
improve her spelling ability and related language knowledge and skills. Please let me
know if you have any questions about the information in this report.
Thank you,
Betsey G. Davids
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Sample Letter to Teachers
Dawes, Joshua

Student: Joshua Dawes
School: Mount St. Clair School
Grade: 5
Level of SPELL-2 Administered: 2

Date of Birth: 11/21/1995
Date of Test: 11/15/2006
Age: 11 years, 0 months
Examiner: Henrie Lyons

Dear Teacher,
I used SPELL-2: Spelling Performance Evaluation for Language and Literacy to measure
Joshua's spelling ability and underlying language knowledge and skills. SPELL-2 is a
computer software program that assesses spelling and related skills and helps determine
what type of spelling instruction is needed to improve literacy skills.
Spelling is a complex written language skill that draws upon on a number of different
types of language abilities and knowledge. These include:

 Awareness of components of spoken language (Phonological Awareness) - the
ability to think about spoken words, and the ability to think and talk about the
syllables, rhymes, individual speech sounds, and syllabic stress of words in spoken
language.

 Knowledge of English phonics and spelling rules or patterns (Orthographic

Knowledge) - the knowledge of and ability to use specific letter-sound relationships
and common letter patterns and spelling rules (for example, a long vowel sound in a
one-syllable word that ends with a consonant sound is almost always spelled with two
vowel letters) to spell words that follow English spelling conventions.

 Knowledge of word parts and related words (Morphological Knowledge and

Semantic Relationships) - the knowledge of and ability to use meaning to spell
certain word suffixes such as "walks, walking, walked", and certain word prefixes, such
as "discontinue" and "illegal"; the knowledge of and ability to use familiar, related
words to spell more complex words, for example, using "magic" to help spell
"magician".

 Memory for word images (Mental Orthographic Images) - the ability to store
and recall clear and complete visual images of known words.

All of these factors are important for spelling and each affects how well a student spells.
When a student struggles with how to spell words correctly, other aspects of his or her
writing, such as grammar, organization and clarity, may be compromised. Language-based
spelling instruction leads to significant improvement not only in spelling and writing, but
also leads to significant improvement in reading skills.
SPELL-2 required Joshua to spell a set of words and possibly to complete a series of
additional tasks that provided further information about his underlying language
knowledge and skills. SPELL-2 indicates that Joshua needs to do the following to improve
his spelling skills:
SPELL-2 Letter to Teacher
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Dawes, Joshua

1. Awareness of components of spoken language (Phonological Awareness)
Joshua does not require phonology-based spelling instruction at this time.
2. Knowledge of English phonics and spelling rules or patterns (Orthographic
Knowledge)

 Joshua needs phonics-based spelling instruction to improve spelling of:
 Consonant Digraph(s) & Trigraph(s): 'sh'
 Consonant Digraph(s) & Trigraph(s): Final 'ch, tch'
 Short Vowel: u / ^ /
 Long Vowel: o - Vowel digraphs and other spellings
 Joshua needs pattern and rule-based spelling instruction to improve spelling of:
 Consonant Digraph(s) & Trigraph(s): 'sh'
3. Knowledge of word parts and related words (Morphological Knowledge
and Semantic Relationships)

 Joshua needs semantic and morphology-based spelling instruction to improve spelling
of:

 Silent Letters: Non-conditioning silent 'e' and silent consonants
4. Memory for word images (Mental Orthographic Images)

 Joshua needs to develop clear and complete word images to improve spelling of:
 Consonant(s): Flapped 'tt, dd, t, d'
 Within-Word Consonant Doubling: 'pp, bb, tt, dd'
 Long Vowel: a - Vowel digraphs and other spellings
 Long Vowel: u - Vowel digraphs and other spellings
 Syllabic Vowel Sounds: Syllabic-r as in "bird"
 Silent Letters: Non-conditioning silent 'e' and silent consonants
I am including a list of suggestions for implementing these recommendations into your
language arts curriculum. I hope you will find this information helpful.
Thank you,
Henrie Lyons
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It List of Selector Module Test Items
em #
Item #

Word

Sentence

W1

boat

I rode the boat across the lake.

2

cane

The man walked with a cane.

3

ear

I hear with my ear.

4

keep

I can keep a secret.

5

kick

I kick a ball with my foot.

6

lung

The lung is a part of our body.

7

match

Use a match to start the fire.

8

ship

A ship is a very big boat.

9

tune

I will sing a tune.

10

honey

The bees make honey.

11

dress

The girl is wearing a dress.

12

fight

The man got hurt in a fight.

13

house

I live in a house.

14

nurse

I went to the nurse when I was sick.

15

cast

The doctor put a cast on my broken arm.

16

sound

The alarm made a loud sound.

17

bottle

The baby drinks from a bottle.

18

bowl

We eat cereal from a bowl.

19

comb

I comb my hair.

20

pause

The teacher asked us to pause for
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a break.

21

caught

The police caught the robber.

22

cries

The baby cries when he is hungry.
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23

stopped

We stopped at the light.

24

babies

The babies are asleep in the cradle.

25

below

My feet are below my knees.

26

biting

She is biting her nails.

27

poison

Poison is very dangerous.

28

repair

He will repair the broken toy.

29

continue

She will continue the story later.

30

skeleton

A skeleton has many bones.

31

magician

The magician did tricks.

32

signal

Give a signal with your hand before

			
33

description

			

you turn.
I gave a very detailed description
to the policeman.

34

lawyer

My sister is a lawyer.

35

extension

The extension cord was not long

			

enough.

36

sailor

A sailor lives on a navy ship.

37

location

The location for practice was changed.

38

eruption

The eruption from the volcano was

			

very large.

39

prisoner

The prisoner escaped from jail.

40

argument

We disagreed and had an argument.
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List of Level 1 Main Test Module Test Items
em #
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Item #

Word

Sentence

1

catch

I can catch a ball.

2

boat

I rode the boat across the lake.

3

when

We eat when we are hungry.

4

chain

The chain fell off my bike.

5

key

I lost the key for my house.

6

mood

He is in a good mood.

7

nine

Nine comes before ten.

8

rich

People with a lot of money are rich.

9

tune

I will sing a tune.

10

wacky

This cartoon is wacky.

11

thing

I don’t know what this thing is.

12

shop

We shop at a store.

13

head

I wear a hat on my head.

14

jog

We jog for exercise.

15

gum

I like bubble gum.

16

joke

We laughed at his joke.

17

hen

We saw a chicken and a hen at the farm.

18

tie

I will tie my shoes.

19

chase

The dog will chase the cat.

20

coal

Coal is black.

21

fish

Fish swim in water.

22

shock

I got an electric shock.

23

noon

We eat lunch at noon.
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24

chip

She has a chip in her tooth.

25

shut

Please shut the door.

26

hope

I hope to see you soon.

27

ear

I hear with my ear.

28

wheel

I broke the wheel on my bike.

29

rule

Always follow the golden rule.

30

jet

We flew on a jet.

31

take

Please take out the garbage.

32

chair

You sit on a chair.

33

kick

I kick a ball with my foot.

34

thief

The thief stole the money.

35

kite

The kite flew high in the sky.

36

chief

We met the fire chief at the station.

37

thick

The opposite of thin is thick.

38

match

Use a match to start the fire.

39

coat

We wear a coat when it is cold.

40

bath

She took a bubble bath.

41

they

They want to go with us.

42

hang

He will hang his clothes in the closet.

43

white

The color of snow is white.

44

touch

I can touch my toes with my fingers.

Continued
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List of Level 1 Main Test Module Items—Continued

94

Item #

Word

Sentence

45

rake

We must rake the leaves.

46

hide

They like to play hide and seek.

47

cure

There is no cure for a cold.

48

soap

We wash our hands with soap and water.

49

honey

The bees make honey.

50

fail

She does not want to fail the test.

51

food

We eat food when we are hungry.

52

goal

The hockey player scored a goal.

53

sock

I wear a sock on my foot.

54

leaf

The leaf fell from the tree.

55

fire

The fire was burning.

56

moon

We can see the moon at night.

57

hot

The summer is very hot.

58

lung

The lung is a part of our body.

59

why

Please explain why you did this.

60

bus

Children ride to school on a bus.

61

ship

A ship is a very big boat.

62

bake

I will bake some cookies.

63

pie

We eat apple pie.

64

code

We have a secret code.

65

choke

Don’t choke on your food.

66

cute

The baby is very cute.

67

job

I work very hard at my job.
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68

seal

We saw a seal at the zoo.

69

cane

The man walked with a cane.

70

then

The girl read the book and then put it away.

71

cat

The dog chased the cat.

72

my

This is my friend.

73

wing

The bird has a broken wing.

74

nail

He hit the nail with the hammer.

75

reach

I can’t reach the top.

76

sing

She will sing a song.

77

whale

A whale lives in the ocean.

78

shy

The shy girl is very quiet.

79

pool

We swim in a pool.

80

jug

There is water in the jug.

81

rude

He was very rude to me.

82

note

She wrote a note to her mother.
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List of Level 2 Main Test Module Test Items
em #
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Item #

Word

Sentence

1

obey

We must obey the law.

2

knife

You cut with a knife.

3

kiss

Grandma gave me a kiss.

4

huge

The size of a dinosaur is huge.

5

switch

She flipped the light switch.

6

kneel

People kneel when they pray.

7

hang

He will hang his clothes in the closet.

8

bunny

The bunny ate a carrot.

9

bottle

The baby drinks from a bottle.

10

why

Please explain why you did this.

11

juice

I like orange juice.

12

those

Those shoes belong to my sister.

13

argue

Please don’t argue with me.

14

church

Some people go to church on Sunday.

15

comb

I comb my hair.

16

place

I won first place.

17

dream

I had a bad dream last night.

18

fight

The man got hurt in a fight.

19

black

Black is a dark color.

20

snail

The snail is very slow.

21

calf

The baby calf is eating the grass.

22

page

Turn to the next page.

23

rice

We ate rice and beans.
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24

guilt

The judge will determine the man’s

			

innocence or guilt.

25

though

He can go though I don’t think he will.

26

ruby

She wore ruby slippers.

27

catch

I can catch a ball.

28

bass

We caught a bass fish.

29

final

He gave his final answer.

30

cry

I cry when I am sad.

31

think

I think I should go home now.

32

state

California is a state.

33

pause

The teacher asked us to pause for a break.

34

rifle

He used a rifle to go hunting.

35

sleep

We sleep during the night.

36

shock

I got an electric shock.

37

cider

I like to drink apple cider.

38

thing

I don’t know what this thing is.

39

boss

I have a nice boss at work.

40

ladder

I climbed up the ladder.

41

cold

It is cold in winter.

42

traffic

We got stuck in heavy traffic.

43

knock

They heard a knock on the door.

44

gentle

The girl was gentle with the puppy.

45

dress

The girl is wearing a dress.

46

when

We eat when we are hungry.

47

motor

The car motor would not start.

48

goose

I saw a goose by the pond.

Continued
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List of Level 2 Main Test Module Test Items—Continued
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Item #

Word

Sentence

49

her

Her name is Nicole.

50

wrong

The boy gave the wrong answer.

51

city

New York is a city.

52

they

They want to go with us.

53

pink

The doll’s dress was pink.

54

treat

I gave my dog a treat.

55

goal

The hockey player scored a goal.

56

rake

We must rake the leaves.

57

jeep

We drove in the jeep.

58

wrist

I fell down and broke my wrist.

59

niece

I played with my nephew and niece.

60

smoke

We saw smoke from a fire.

61

flush

You flush a toilet.

62

table

Please set the table.

63

cure

There is no cure for a cold.

64

plank

The pirate walked the plank.

65

oil

They drill for oil.

66

wild

Squirrels are wild animals.

67

loyal

A loyal friend is a true friend.

68

cost

The book cost a lot of money.

69

chair

You sit on a chair.

70

throat

She has a sore throat.

71

super

The teacher said I did a super job.

72

house

I live in a house.
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73

raid

The army will raid the enemy camp.

74

wheel

I broke the wheel on my bike.

75

spider

The spider made a web.

76

wrestle

The boys will wrestle on the mat.

77

thumb

We have one thumb on each hand.

78

hold

Please hold my hand.

79

rule

Always follow the golden rule.

80

scissors

She cut the paper with scissors.

81

truck

They took the boxes off the truck.

82

shop

We shop at a store.

83

ruler

We measured the distance with a ruler.

84

limb

They cut a limb off the tree.

85

bush

The rabbit is under the bush.

86

champ

He is the football champ.

87

white

The color of snow is white.

88

brick

The house is made of brick.

89

penny

She put the penny in her purse.

90

choke

Don’t choke on your food.

91

brave

The soldier was very brave.

92

myself

I completed the work by myself.

93

wing

The bird has a broken wing.

94

note

She wrote a note to her mother.

95

cast

The doctor put a cast on my broken arm.

96

true

The answer is true or false.

97

beard

The man shaved his beard.

98

nurse

I went to the nurse when I was sick.
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Item #

Word

Sentence

99

later

I will see you later.

100

rich

People with a lot of money are rich.

101

nice

My teacher is very nice.

102

bowl

We eat cereal from a bowl.

103

germ

A germ can make you sick.

104

cook

I will cook dinner tonight.

105

happy

I am happy to see my friend.

106

vapor

Try not to inhale the vapor.

107

long

The movie was very long.

108

bruise

He has a black and blue bruise from
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falling down.

109

humor

He has a good sense of humor.

110

code

We have a secret code.

111

squirt

We filled the squirt gun with water.

112

half

I will share half of the cookie.

113

sour

Lemons taste sour.

114

joy

Our new baby fills my life with joy.

115

center

Your nose is in the center of your face.

116

sound

The alarm made a loud sound.

117

shut

Please shut the door.

118

fruit

An apple is a fruit.

119

please

Please do me a favor.

120

room

Please clean up your room.

121

yellow

Yellow is the color of the sun.
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122

gem

The gem sparkled in the light.

123

law

You should obey the law.

124

whale

A whale lives in the ocean.

125

bright

The sun is very bright.

126

tool

She used a tool to fix the toy.

127

blue

Blue is a color.

128

staple

She will staple the papers.

129

baby

The baby is in the stroller.

130

rattle

The baby dropped her rattle.

131

cute

The baby is very cute.

132

hammer

We need a hammer and nails.

133

scrabble

I like to play Scrabble.

134

match

Use a match to start the fire.

135

flute

I play the flute in the band.

136

camel

The camel lives in the desert.

137

joke

We laughed at his joke.

138

bomb

The bomb exploded.

139

chain

The chain fell off my bike.

140

job

I work very hard at my job.

141

unite

Let’s unite together.
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Item #

Word

Sentence

1

loyal

A loyal friend is a true friend.

2

wild

Squirrels are wild animals.

3

squirt

We filled the squirt gun with water.

4

cause

The rain will cause a flood.

5

scrabble

I like to play Scrabble.

6

poison

Poison is very dangerous.

7

wrong

The boy gave the wrong answer.

8

switch

She flipped the light switch.

9

knocked

Someone knocked on the door.

10

whisker

The cat lost a whisker.

11

correct

The answer is correct.

12

ancient

We study ancient history.

13

jungle

Lions live in the jungle.

14

giraffe

The giraffe has a very long neck.

15

black

Black is a dark color.

16

champ

He is the football champ.

17

mouth

Close your mouth when you chew.

18

putting

I am putting the dishes away.

19

argued

The boys argued about who should go first.

20

pennies

Five pennies equal one nickel.

21

wheels

A car has four wheels.

22

smoke

We saw smoke from a fire.

23

chains

We use chains to lock our bikes.
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24

behind

They hid behind the wall.

25

babies

The babies are asleep in the cradle.

26

escape

The prisoner will try to escape.

27

speech

The winner gave a speech.

28

though

He can go though I don’t think he will.

29

hopping

The rabbit is hopping.

30

calves

The two baby calves are eating grass.

31

joy

Our new baby fills my life with joy.

32

bunny

The bunny ate a carrot.

33

sipped

She sipped the iced tea.

34

built

They built a large fence.

35

fruit

An apple is a fruit.

36

below

My feet are below my knees.

37

hoping

He is hoping for a raise.

38

ladder

I climbed up the ladder.

39

huge

The size of a dinosaur is huge.

40

avoid

He is trying to avoid me.

41

remote

We are going to a remote island.

42

funeral

The funeral will be at the cemetery.

43

chore

He has one more chore to finish.

44

comb

I comb my hair.

45

holds

A glass holds water.

46

true

The answer is true or false.

47

why

Please explain why you did this.

48

churches

People pray in churches.

49

violent

The war movie was violent.
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Item #

Word

Sentence

50

unit

An inch is a unit of measure.

51

vapor

Try not to inhale the vapor.

52

bussed

The children were bussed to school.

53

benefit

Everyone will benefit from the donation.

54

stopped

We stopped at the light.

55

burns

Wood burns in a fire.

56

pages

We read 50 pages of the book.

57

excuse

Please excuse me.

58

whales

Whales swim in the ocean.

59

puppets

We made puppets for the show.

60

vitamin

Take a vitamin every day.

61

thumbs

I have two thumbs.

62

circle

A circle is round.

63

pedals

A bike has two pedals.

64

office

She works in an office building.

65

houses

People live in houses.

66

found

We found some money on the sidewalk.

67

super

The teacher said I did a super job.

68

rule

Always follow the golden rule.

69

hated

They hated the music.

70

smash

I saw him smash the pumpkin.

71

despite

She went out with no jacket despite the cold.

72

seated

We were seated in the first row.

73

halves

She gave me both halves of the cookie.
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74

baby

The baby is in the stroller.

75

caught

The police caught the robber.

76

wrestled

He wrestled the man to the ground.

77

yellow

Yellow is the color of the sun.

78

swing

You push a swing.

79

direct

The police officer will direct the traffic.

80

skeleton

A skeleton has many bones.

81

whisper

Please whisper when you are in the library.

82

sound

The alarm made a loud sound.

83

they

They want to go with us.

84

germ

A germ can make you sick.

85

shutting

He is shutting the door.

86

bottle

The baby drinks from a bottle.

87

bushes

The rabbits are under the bushes.

88

myself

I completed the work by myself.

89

getting

I am getting hungry.

90

mistake

The girl was careful not to make a mistake.

91

music

We listen to music.

92

secret

I heard a secret.

93

flush

You flush a toilet.

94

snake

A snake crawls on the ground.

95

repair

He will repair the broken toy.

96

roped

The police roped off the crime scene.

97

chips

Please pass the potato chips.

98

those

Those shoes belong to my sister.

99

ribbons

The package is tied with ribbons.
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Item #

Word

Sentence

100

singing

They are singing a song.

101

explore

They will explore the woods.

102

manage

I can manage the work by myself.

103

spoon

We eat ice cream with a spoon.

104

fighting

She is fighting with her brother.

105

bucket

Fill the bucket with water.

106

polite

The nice boy is so polite.

107

fueled

The mechanic fueled the airplane
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before takeoff.

108

batting

He is batting the ball.

109

filed

I filed the papers in a folder.

110

obeys

A good person obeys the law.

111

throat

She has a sore throat.

112

goose

I saw a goose by the pond.

113

beard

The man shaved his beard.

114

padded

Football players wear padded uniforms.

115

define

We use a dictionary to define a word.

116

locate

I cannot locate the building.

117

joked

He joked around and made everyone laugh.

118

thinking

She is thinking of an answer.

119

center

Your nose is in the center of your face.

120

lights

She turned on the lights.

121

deleting

I am deleting my old files.

122

snail

The snail is very slow.
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123

knife

You cut with a knife.

124

cries

The baby cries when he is hungry.

125

rattle

The baby dropped her rattle.

126

milking

The farmer is milking the cow.

127

whips

The horseman used two whips.

128

sighed

We sighed in relief when we heard the news.

129

hanging

They are hanging pictures on the wall.

130

gem

The gem sparkled in the light.

131

socket

Put the plug into the socket.

132

tomorrow

Tomorrow is another day.

133

paint

The man will paint a picture.

134

nice

My teacher is very nice.

135

attitude

The girl has a bad attitude.

136

watched

We watched TV last night.

137

humor

He has a good sense of humor.

138

because

I eat because I am hungry.

139

produce

They will produce their work by the

			

end of the week.

140

cider

I like to drink apple cider.

141

even

A number is odd or even.

142

jolly

We had a jolly good time.

143

kittens

The cat has seven kittens.

144

being

It is fun being a circus clown.

145

usual

I ordered my usual drink.

146

things

I don’t know what those things are.

147

happy

I am happy to see my friend.

148

kept

They kept the dog in the house.
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Item #

Word

Sentence

149

long

The movie was very long.

150

bored

We were bored and fell asleep.

151

table

Please set the table.

152

bright

The sun is very bright.

153

camel

The camel lives in the desert.

154

catches

He catches a ball.

155

flake

A flake of snow landed on my nose.

156

spider

The spider made a web.

157

heard

I heard a secret.

158

shopping

The man is shopping for food.

159

hold

Please hold my hand.

160

continue

She will continue the story later.

161

juices

Juices are made from fruit.

162

stretch

I need to stretch my legs.

163

paid

We paid the bill before we left.

164

channel

I want to change the channel.

165

city

New York is a city.

166

science

I studied for my science test.

167

alone

I don’t like to be home alone.

168

combed

She combed her hair.

169

keys

I lost the keys to my house.

170

fever

She is sick with a fever.

171

truck

They took the boxes off the truck.

172

cure

There is no cure for a cold.
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173

rice

We ate rice and beans.

174

jabbed

She jabbed me with her pencil.

175

shock

I got an electric shock.

176

leaves

He raked all the leaves in the yard.

177

agree

We agree to play by the rules.

178

deserve

I deserve to be paid for my work.

179

loaves

He bought two loaves of bread.
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Word

Sentence

1

kept

They kept the dog in the house.

2

whisks

He whisks the eggs with a fork.

3

paid

We paid the bill before we left.

4

halves

She gave me both halves of the cookie.

5

appealing

The scholarship offer I received is very
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appealing.

6

juices

Juices are made from fruit.

7

hated

They hated the music.

8

whistling

He is whistling a tune.

9

pennies

Five pennies equal one nickel.

10

attitude

The girl has a bad attitude.

11

argued

The boys argued about who should go first.

12

cries

The baby cries when he is hungry.

13

scratching

The dog is scratching his neck.

14

chimneys

Black smoke came out of both chimneys.

15

thrown

The ball was thrown by the pitcher.

16

babies

The babies are asleep in the cradle.

17

attached

A copy of the answer sheet was attached.

18

calves

The two baby calves are eating grass.

19

office

She works in an office building.

20

leaves

He raked all the leaves in the yard.		

21

switch

She flipped the light switch.

22

refuse

I refuse to tell a lie.
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23

goose

A saw a goose by the pond.

24

local

We belong to the local swim club.

25

continuous

The band played continuous music.

26

chapter

I finished reading the last chapter in the book.

27

description

I gave a very detailed description to

			

the policeman.

28

bottle

The baby drinks from a bottle.

29

fueled

The mechanic fueled the airplane before takeoff.

30

fruit

An apple is a fruit.

31

excuse

Please excuse me.

32

sensible

She is a very sensible person.

33

importance

The importance of the tie-breaking game

			

made him nervous.

34

illegal

Illegal drugs can be very dangerous.

35

remote

We are going to a remote island.

36

spray

I got wet from the spray of water.

37

explore

They will explore the woods.

38

mouth

Close your mouth when you chew.

39

though

He can go though I don’t think he will.

40

vapor

Try not to inhale the vapor.

41

jolly

We had a jolly good time.

42

manager

He is the store manager.

43

wrong

The boy gave the wrong answer.

44

hanging

They are hanging pictures on the wall.

45

busily

The students busily completed their work.

46

revisit

I want to revisit Europe someday.

47

brightness

The brightness of the sun hurt my eyes.
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Item #

Word

Sentence

48

humor

He has a good sense of humor.

49

resignation

They announced his resignation at

			
50

scissors

She cut the paper with scissors.

51

excellent

She wrote an excellent report.

52

sailor

A sailor lives on a navy ship.

53

mistake

The girl was careful not to make a mistake.

54

germ

A germ can make you sick.

55

argument

We disagreed and had an argument.

56

commercial

The TV commercial was fun to watch.

57

despite

She went out with no jacket despite the cold.

58

homeless

The homeless man was looking for a job.

59

meteor

We watched the meteor shoot across the sky.

60

model

The model posed for a picture.

61

ladder

I climbed up the ladder.

62

partisan

He is a Republican partisan.

63

simple

This math problem is very simple.

64

polite

The nice boy is so polite.

65

extension

The extension cord was not long enough.

66

hobbies

I enjoy many hobbies.

67

define

We use a dictionary to define a word.

68

wrestled

He wrestled the man to the ground.

69

deleting

I am deleting my old files.

70

choice

He made a choice about which project to
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71

pleasure

It’s a pleasure to meet you.

72

fright

Scary movies cause fright in some

			

young children.

73

escape

The prisoner will try to escape.

74

yearn

I yearn to go on vacation.

75

ethical

He demonstrated ethical behavior in his work.

76

snake

A snake crawls on the ground.

77

blouses

The girls wore two different blouses.

78

coexist

We must learn to coexist peacefully.

79

simplify

She asked her teacher to simplify the directions.

80

knives

Both knives were very sharp.

81

jury

The judge asked the jury for their decision.

82

jungle

Lions live in the jungle.

83

eruption

The eruption from the volcano was very large.

84

turtle

A turtle moves slowly.

85

shady

They sat under the shady tree.

86

spark

A spark from the fire burned my hand.

87

spruce

A spruce tree is in our yard.

88

criticize

We should not criticize someone’s mistakes.

89

whales

Whales swim in the ocean.

90

signal

Give a signal with your hand before you turn.

91

slimy

A worm feels slimy.

92

knocked

Someone knocked on the door.

93

feminist

A feminist supports women’s rights.

94

waiter

The waiter brought our food.

95

cautious

Be very cautious with matches.

96

circle

A circle is round.
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Item #

Word

Sentence

97

legality

He questioned the legality of the action.

98

those

Those shoes belong to my sister.

99

pushy

Some salespeople are very pushy.

100

misinterpret

I hope he does not misinterpret what I said.

101

dictionary

I checked the spelling of the word in

			
102

title

The book has an interesting title.

103

spry

The dancer’s movements were spry.

104

edition

I bought the new edition of the book.

105

quickly

He quickly did his work.

106

unusual

The behavior was unusual for him.

107

heard

I heard a secret.

108

citizen

The citizen is proud of his city.

109

promptness

The boss recognized my promptness in
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the dictionary.

completing my work.

110

enable

This ticket will enable you to get into the show.

111

hesitant

The boy was hesitant to cross the street.

112

magician

The magician did tricks.

113

yellow

Yellow is the color of the sun.

114

penniless

He lost his job and is penniless.

115

wonderful

She is a wonderful person.

116

empower

A good manager will empower his employees.

117

below

My feet are below my knees.

118

dependent

A young child is dependent upon his parents.

119

whips

The horseman used two whips.
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120

disciplinary

			

The boy received disciplinary action for
fighting at school.

121

swinging

The children are swinging on the swings.

122

digestible

It’s good to eat food that is easily digestible.

123

fierce

The fierce winds did a lot of damage.

124

funeral

The funeral will be at the cemetery.

125

banged

I banged my toe on the chair.

126

production

The production was delayed.

127

catches

He catches a ball.

128

likeable

My friends are very likeable.

129

fever

She is sick with a fever.

130

huge

The size of a dinosaur is huge.

131

slice

She offered me a slice of bread.

132

disregard

Some drivers disregard stop signs.

133

socket

Put the plug into the socket.

134

noticeable

The scratch is noticeable.

135

violence

The violence grew out of control.

136

permissive

I’m glad the school policy is permissive of

			
137

commendation

			

casual dress.
The fireman received a commendation for
his brave work.

138

black

Black is a dark color.

139

built

They built a large fence.

140

myself

I completed the work by myself.

141

legalize

The law was changed to legalize concealed

			
142

silliness

weapons.
They laughed at the silliness of the story.
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Item #

Word

Sentence

143

speech

The winner gave a speech.

144

persistence

Her persistence got her what she wanted.

145

smoke

We saw smoke from a fire.

146

disagree

I disagree with your answer.

147

slightly

One is slightly larger than the other.

148

punishable

The crime is punishable by law.

149

irrational

His irrational behavior was difficult to manage.

150

journalist

My father is a journalist for the local

			
151

changeable

The weather can be very changeable.

152

skating

I enjoy skating in the winter.

153

incorrect

Her answer was incorrect.

154

swing

You push a swing.

155

whisker

The cat lost a whisker.

156

brainy

He is a brainy student.

157

bored

We were bored and fell asleep.

158

caught

The police caught the robber.

159

exclusive

He was accepted to an exclusive school.

160

cause

The rain will cause a flood.

161

expeditious

He shipped the package the most

			

expeditious way.

162

recollect

I cannot recollect what she said.

163

strain

I saw a doctor about the strain in my back.

164

predetermine

They could not predetermine how much the
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165

soothing

The music is very soothing.

166

continuity

There is continuity in the series of books

			

she wrote.

167

permission

She gave us permission to go.

168

responsible

I am responsible for my behavior.

169

found

We found some money on the sidewalk.

170

shovel

We removed the snow with a shovel.

171

tomorrow

Tomorrow is another day.

172

channel

I want to change the channel.

173

buckle

She asked us to buckle our seat belts.

174

poisonous

Snakebites can be poisonous.

175

unicycle

The clown rode on a unicycle.

176

flush

You flush a toilet.

177

bomb

The bomb exploded.

178

joked

He joked around and made everyone laugh.

179

loaves

He bought two loaves of bread.

180

batting

He is batting the ball.

181

bussed

The children were bussed to school.

182

padded

Football players wear padded uniforms.
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Abutting Consonants: Adjacent consonants that
do not form a blend (e.g., ct in correct).

Consonant Digraph: Two graphemes pronounced as
one phoneme (e.g., sh = /ʃ/ and th = /T/ or /ð/).

Active Attention: A focused effort to the task at
hand.

Consonant Trigraph: Three graphemes pronounced
as one phoneme (e.g., tch =//).

Affricates: Consonant speech sounds produced as
a stop before a fricative: // and /D/.

Continuants: Consonant speech sounds that
can be spoken continuously until the speaker
runs out of breath (e.g., /s, m, v/); all English
phonemes except the stops (i.e., except
/p, t, k, b, d, g/).

Allophone: A phonetic (sound) change in the pronunciation of a phoneme that does not change
the meaning of a word (e.g., /phIg/ for /pIg/).
Alphabetic Principle: The use of letters and letter
combinations to represent sounds.
Alveolar Flap: The reduction of a medial /t/ or /d/ to
a less distinctive sound when it occurs between an
accented (stressed) and unaccented (unstressed)
syllable (e.g., letter, writer, model, ladder).
Base Word: A free morpheme; a word that can
stand alone and has meaning without a prefix
or a suffix (e.g., dig). Also called root word.
Bound Morpheme: A morpheme that has meaning
only in combination with another morpheme
(e.g., s in bats).
Consonant Blend: A combination of two or three
adjacent consonants (sounds or letters) within
the same syllable and in which each letter is pronounced (e.g., bl in blue or str in street); this term
is used interchangeably with consonant cluster.
Consonant Cluster: See consonant blend.
Conditioning Silent E: A silent e that causes the
preceding consonant to be a soft consonant
(i.e., pronounced as a fricative or an affricate;
e.g., lace, page).
Conditioning Vowel: Any vowel that causes the
preceding consonant to be a soft consonant
(i.e., pronounced as a fricative or an affricate;
e.g., lace, page, edition, intelligible).
Consonant: A phoneme that is not a vowel and
is formed with the obstruction of air between
the lips, teeth, or tongue, with the manner
and place of the restriction determining the
particular consonant production.
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Derivational Marker: A prefix or suffix that
when added to a root or a base word
changes the meaning and/or the word
class (e.g., teach + er = teacher and
un + fair = unfair).
Derived Form: A word containing a derivational
marker (e.g., investment); also called
derived word.
Diphthong: A vowel speech sound composed of two
adjacent vowels in the same syllable pronounced
as a gliding from one sound to another but still
producing only one phoneme: /AI, OI, AU/.
Distinctive Features: The distinguishing characteristics of speech sounds.
Free Morpheme: A morpheme that can stand alone
(i.e., that has meaning without combination
with another morpheme; e.g., bat).
Fricatives: Consonant speech sounds spoken with
significant obstruction to a continuous airflow:
/s, z, S, Z, f, v, T, D, h/.
Grapheme: A letter in the written form.
Glides: Consonant speech sounds that glide into
the following vowel: /w, j, hw/.
Inflected Form: A word containing an inflectional
marker (e.g., walked); also called inflected word.
Inflectional Marker: A bound morpheme that
when added to a base word provides information about time or quantity without changing
the word class (e.g., walk + ed = walked and
cat + s = cats).

Glossary

Irregular Past Tense: A past tense verb that
does not follow conventional spelling rules
(e.g., caught).
Lax Vowels: Vowels that are pronounced without
tension and with shorter duration than long
vowels; vowel sounds that do not have a relationship to the letter or letter name; sounds that
include the five common lax vowel sounds most
commonly associated with short vowels a, e, i,
o, u and also include the vowel /U/ as in book
and the vowel /O/ as in bought.
Letter-Sound Relationships: The relationship
between a single sound or phoneme and the
letter(s) or grapheme(s) that represent the sound.
Liquid Cluster: A combination of two or three adjacent consonants within the same syllable and
including an l or r (e.g., flake, produce).
Liquids: Consonant speech sounds spoken with a
minimal amount of obstruction of airflow by the
tongue: /l, r/.
Map: To simultaneously say a sound and write its
corresponding letter or letters when spelling
a word.
Mental Orthographic Image: The specific visual
representation of a known word in the mental
lexicon (i.e., long-term memory storage of a
word). Also called the mental image of a word.
Long Vowel: A vowel that is pronounced with
tension and with longer duration than short
vowels; as used by educators, a vowel that is
pronounced as its letter name: a, e, i, o, u.
Metacognitive: The conscious awareness of thinking about one’s own thinking processes.
Minimal Pairs: A pair of words that differ in only
one phoneme (e.g., pen, pin).
Morpheme: A unit of semantic meaning (e.g., bats
contains two morphemes: bat and s).
Morphological Awareness: Metalinguistic awareness of the semantically meaningful units of words.
Morphological Knowledge: Explicit information
about the morphology of a language.
Morphology: The study of the structure of the
meaningful units in words and how they are
combined to form words.

Nasals: Consonant speech sounds spoken with airflow directed through the nasal cavity: /m, n, ŋ/.
Nasal Cluster: A combination of two or three
adjacent consonants within the same syllable
and including m, n, or ng (e.g., champ, behind,
thinking).
Nonconditioning Silent E: A silent e that does not
affect the pronunciation of the preceding consonant (e.g., like, please).
Opaque Derivation: The process that results in a
derived word that is marked by both a phonemic
(or allophonic) change in the base portion of
the word and the full spelling of the base word
is not contained within the derived form (e.g.,
busy
busily, admit
admission).
Orthographic Knowledge: Explicit information
about sound symbol correspondences, letter
patterns, and positional and phonetic constraints on letter patterns.
Orthographic Transparency: The orthography
of the base word remains intact in the derived
form (i.e., the full spelling of the base word can
be seen within the derived form; e.g., poisonous, charger, magician).
Orthography: The writing system of a language.
Orthotactic Principles: Rules of a writing system
that dictate positional constraints (e.g., ng is
not used at the beginning of English words, or
the digraph ck is only used in the middle or end
of English words).
Other Vowel: A term used for lax vowels other
than the five common lax vowel sounds most
commonly associated with the short vowels a,
e, i, o, u; includes the vowel /U/ as in book and
the vowel /O/ as in bought.
Overgeneralization: The process of applying a
linguistic rule or pattern beyond its intended
use without regard for the meaning (e.g., trust
spelled as trussed).
Patterns and Rules: Similarities among items that
can be used to group them; when items are
grouped, students should be able to describe
the “rule” for an item belonging to the group.
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Phoneme Segmentation: The metalinguistic ability to separate a word into individual phonemes
(e.g., cat has three phonemes: /k, {, t/.

(e.g., sorting activities in which the rule to fit
into a category must be discovered and stated
by the student).

Phonemes: The smallest meaningful unit of speech
that combines with other sounds to form words.

Self-Regulation: The act of using strategies such
as self-talk, planning, and monitoring actions to
assist in the accomplishment of a goal.

Phonemic Awareness: The metalinguistic awareness that words consist of individual sounds and
that these sounds in words can be manipulated.
Phonemic Discrimination: The metalinguistic ability to discern the subtle differences between
phonemes that signal changes in meaning.
Phonetic: Properties of sounds that do not signal
changes in meaning.
Phonics: The study of the relationships between
letters and the sounds they represent.
Phonological Awareness: The metalinguistic
awareness of all aspects of the phonological
structure of language from individual phonemes
to syllable structure, word boundaries,
and prosody.
Phonological Transparency: A characteristic
whereby the phonology of a base word remains
intact in its derived form (e.g., penniless);
includes allophonic change if allophones occur
in free variation in production of the base word.
Phonology: The study of the sound system of
language and the rules that govern those sounds.
Plural: A morpheme that signifies more than one
(e.g., bats).
Prefix: A morpheme that precedes a root or a base
word or another prefix and that modifies the
meaning of the base word (e.g., unhappy).
Root Word: A morpheme that can stand alone and
to which prefixes and suffixes may be added.
Also called base word.

Semantics: The study of the meanings of words.
Semantic Relationships: Associations between
and among words based on a common meaning
(e.g., sign, signal, signature).
Short Vowel: A term used by educators to refer to
the five lax vowel sounds most commonly associated with the short vowels a, e, i, o, u.
Sibilants: Consonant speech sounds that are spoken with high frequency noise, or a “hissing”
sound: /s, z, S, Z, T, D/.
Sonorants: Speech sounds that are spoken with
minimal obstruction of the airflow; includes
vowels, glides, liquids, and nasals.
Sound-Symbol Correspondence: The relationship between a single sound or phoneme and the
letter(s) or grapheme(s) that represent the sound.
Stops: Consonant speech sounds that are spoken
with complete blocking of the air stream: /p, b,
t, d, k, g/; also called plosives.
Stressed Syllable: An accented syllable in which
the vowel sound is distinct.
Suffix: A morpheme that follows a root or a base
word or another suffix and that modifies the
meaning of the base word (e.g., advisor).
Syllabic-L Vowel Sound: The /l/ vowel sound, as
in bottle and legal. Also called vocalic l.
Syllabic-R Vowel Sound: The // or // vowel
sound, as in bird or actor. Also called vocalic r.

S-Clusters: A combination of two or three adjacent
consonants within the same syllable and including an s (e.g., sw- or str-).

Syllable Segmentation: The metalinguistic ability to separate a word into individual syllables
(e.g., pencil has two syllables: pen and cil).

Schwa: A nondistinct vowel in unstressed syllables
(e.g., about).

Social-Constructivist Theory: The theory that
learning occurs in a social context and is
enhanced through the instructor providing
specific support for the learner’s attempts at
learning new material.

Self-Discovery: Learning situations that may be
orchestrated and facilitated by an instructor that
allow for the student to glean a rule or pattern
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Glossary

Third Person Present Tense: A verb containing
the inflectional markers -s or -es (e.g., walks,
washes).
Transparency: A characteristic of derived words
whereby the phonology and/or the orthography of
the base word remains intact in the derived form.
Unstressed Syllable: An unaccented syllable
in which the vowel sound is minimized and
nondistinct.
Unstressed Vowel: The schwa vowel in unstressed
syllables.
Visual Orientation: The direction of letters (e.g., b
and d have the reverse visual orientation).
Vocalic L: The syllabic /l/ sound, as in bottle and
legal. Also called syllabic-l vowel sound.
Vocalic R: The syllabic // or // sound, as in bird
and actor. Also called syllabic-r vowel sound.
Word Relatives: Words that are related by meaning and share a common base word or word root
(e.g., magic, magician, magical; vision, visible,
visual).
Word Root: A group of letters that has meaning
but usually cannot stand alone as a word
(e.g., vis-, -spect). A word root almost always
combines with a prefix, a suffix, or both to form
a word.
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Assessment/Intervention
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